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A CHAT BY WAY OF PREFACE,

(to writers, rather THAN READERS.)

THE papers which make up this volume were

received at their first appearance with a certain

degree of approbation. But they can hardly have

given any reader half the pleasure that there was

in writing them. The pleasure—that which natu-

rally accompanies a creative act like the work of

the producing imagination— is one which writers of

very moderate ability can enjoy, while it is, accord-

ing to each one's capacity, a hint or a revelation

of that activity which we call genius. It is not

only a happiness in itself, but it explains some-

thing of the intenser delight which greater minds

feel in producing; and is thus, through sympathy,

an important help towards understanding them. It

is, indeed, the basis of the common proposition,

that the critic can not be competent unless he is

also a producer. This doctrine is much flouted
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by critics who '' have failed in hterature
;

" and

critics who do not sympathize ; but those are not

of high grade. Criticism, Hke every mission, to

be very good must be performed in love, and

there is no love without sympathy.

Some of these pieces, with others, I tried in

vain to get printed in book form a good (or bad)

number of years ago ; and I have now been read-

ing over the preface which I wrote then. It ap-

pears to me singularly unpleasant in choice of

words and in tone of thought Judging from this

comparison of two periods or ages, it would seem

that continued literary work leads towards a

lower estimate of one's abihties, and of the justice

and importance of one's own views and thoughts,

and towards the use of shorter words and senten-

ces, and more direct constructions. So that if

Thomas Carlyle could live and write for a mod-

erate geologic period (say 10,000,000 years) he

might perhaps settle down to candid good sense

in plain English.

It was quite right for the publishers to decline

printing for me, so far as that preface is con-

cerned. It may have been right, after a sort, as
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to the stories themselves ; for it is- well known to

publishers that, as a rule, volumes of short stories

do not '* pay." The authors have, however, proba-

bly received much more in proportion for their work

at its appearance in periodicals, than they would

usually have obtained for any book. And even if

they had not received anything, people are not

to be blamed for not buying what they do not

want. At the same time, [note, that this reminis-

cente is interesting, if at all, not about myself, but

for the do6lrine concerned] if the firm I then

applied to had published the book for me, and

supposing that it might have helped me in point

of reputation, this would, of course, have encour-

aged me to do something better worth publishing

for the next book, and so on. I think I should

naturally have adhered to my publishers in that

case, and the result might have been profitable to

both of us. And so it might not, to be sure. At

any rate, I gave up the idea of making books,

and have made none worth speaking of

The reason of my mentioning this deceased

affair is, to suggest what I ought perhaps to have

urged at that time. I felt too high and mighty
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to do it, i believe
;

possibly some younger writer

may be able to use the hint, which is this : A
publisher may properly consider both the immedi-

ate saleableness of a book offered him, and its in-

trinsic merit as literature, even though not likely

to be immediately profitable by itself; for such

a book may have important financial value as a

corner-stone of literary reputation, and as the first

of a series of books
;

particularly where author

and publisher continue to deal together, as they

should always do, so far as possible.

Authors, however, do very commonly flit from

publisher to publisher, probing each for pecuniary

sweets, after an unsatisfied and inconstant butter-

fly fashion ; and many of them— the ladies, accord-

ing to my experience, more particularly—too often

suspiciously conclude that all the money which

they have not made, the publisher has made.

Poor man ! he would like nothing better than to

hand them each a handsome check, while he

makes his own handsome deposit. I have dealt

with a good many publishers, and while I have

found some few of them arrogant, discourteous,

oppressive and generally abominable as to personal
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and business intercourse, I desire to record my
testimony, that as a class they are courteous and

honorable gentlemen ; fair and liberal in views,

intentions and actions, and pleasant and intelligent

in mind and intercourse. For my own part, after

having examined in detail a good many transac-

tions with publishers for other people, and after

having a good many dealings with them for myself,

I should be satisfied that what my publisher told

me about the sale of my book was true ; that he

had done his best to sell it, and that what he

paid me was right. I should make sure that I

understood the business transactions between us,

of course, on the general principle that every one

should know what he is about; but not at all on

the particular principle that the publisher was

probably trying to cheat me.

Mr. Fletcher Harper died a few days

ago ;* the last of the four brothers Harper, all

of whom- 'I knew; and since those gentlemen well

illustrate the above paragraphs, I will permit my-

self a few words about them. I have been con-

* Written June 3, 1877.
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suited by, and have reassured, more than one

author, uneasy lest the HARPERS were not doing,

or would not do, justice in the matter of some

publication ; and I have heard and seen many

furious invectives against them for business trans-

actions or practices—some of which, very likely,

I should not have approved. Business in New

York City has not yet been reduced to the system

outhned in Matt v. 3-1 1, and Luke vi. 27-35 ; and

to see the experiment tried of carrying it on

strictly on that system would, I suppose, be a

singularly brief, instructive, melancholy and ludi-

crous exhibition. I differed from the firm, more-

over, on various subjects, about which neither they

nor I thought it worth while to try to convince

the other. But the way to judge people, after all,

is not upon reports of their treatment of others,

but upon the facts of their treatment of you.

And all my recollections of the hearty joviality of

** the. Mayor," and his ready fund of anecdote

and reminiscence ; of the quiet good-nature and

equally quiet fun of Mr. Wesley Harper ; of

the silent, massive figure of ''the Colonel"—

I

do not positively know that I ever exchanged
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a word with him—and of the powerful intelli-

gence and energy that shone out of FLETCHER

Harper, are all equally colored by the at-

mosphere that belonged to all of them alike,

of genuine, ready, abundant, and even indulgent

courtesy and kindness. For many persons noth-

ing can be more painful than to have to ask

favors. To ask a favor of the Harpers—either

of them—was as little painful as is humanly pos-

sible. I did it more than once ; and ( unless the

publication of the volume of stories above men-

tioned would have been a favor) I was never re-

fused. The cleanly, healthy, religious, right-

minded common sense of the four brethren was

perhaps the central trait around which an account

of their characters should be framed ; but in my

various recollections of them, this impression of

genial abounding kindness is the uppermost and

brightest.

The writing of short stories has been in time

past a favorite pursuit of mine. The present little

volume will erect five of them into a book—a five-

story paper monument. This is an experiment to
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see how far they are literature; and I seize the

opportunity to talk a little about my old vocation,

and to praise it; to magnify mine office. Good

short stories are always welcomed by magazines;

and, moreover, the judgment of the editor is

usually pretty correct. So far as the forty or fifty

stories and sketches which I have written are con-

cerned, it appears to me that almost always the

best ones were most readily accepted, and that the

poorer specimens waited the longest and knocked

at most doors. Perhaps, some juniors to myself in

this line of literature may like to know how I

used to manage. I had a regular scale of period-

icals. This was a good while ago, my young

friends, and sundry names now prominent did not

then exist. What seemed best, I used to offer to

Putnam or Harper. What they would not use I

sometimes offered to Peterson's Magazine, some-

times to the Philadelphia Saturday Evening Post,

and so on; and what I could not otherwise use,

I could always sell to the New York Sunday Dis-

pateh for five dollars. I still have the record

which I kept in those days, of a great number of

stories and other writings, and of their successive
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offerings and final fate. I believe there are but

one or two " sketches" and no " stories" at all

which were never published. [ NOTE : The dis-

tinction between a ** sketch " and a " story," in

the magazinish language, is, that the latter should

contain some course of action or narrative of

events—a peripeteiay the learned have sometimes

called it— the substance of some occurrence or

dramatic cycle of occurrences amongst human be-

ings ; while " sketch " may be applied to almost

any account of persons or things or thoughts

which has not that element of movement] But

I never used to be enraged at a " declined with

thanks," even on a printed blank ; I only said,

There's so much money that I haven't got; and

I immediately effaced the editor's record number,

re-writing the first page, if necessary, for this

purpose (the memento of rejection does certainly

not help the MS. with the next editor), and sent

it to editor No. 2. One thing I used to be par-

ticular about ; namely, to be paid for my work.

I have often been tempted to subscribe to Dr.

Johnson's' dictum (is it not his?) that nothing is

entitled to be called literature which is not written
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for money. But this is only one side of the truth.

I wrote for money because I had to ; only, my

habit was to try to write as an artist, to the best

of my abihty, and to produce the best work I

could, just as if there was no money in the

world ; and then to try and sell it just as if there

was nothing else. Truly, the result was not much,

but my experiments have firmly convinced me that

in proportion as one can do good work, it will be

bought and paid for.

On one occasion I came ludicrously near being

talked into doing exactly the opposite, in spite of

my having no means of living except my pen, of

my experience in literature and in New York

life, which though less then than now, was some-

thing, and of what I suppose to be a sufficient

share of unpersuadeableness. This feat, which

showed me the meaning of the verb to blarney,

was performed by a certain reverend gentleman

then editing the Knickerbocker Magazine^ in the

days of its decrepitude, when somebody defined it as

" a vehicle for the concealment of printed matter." I

went to see him about contributing, and he talked

so suavely and skilfully about the prospects of the
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Magazine (although, to be sure, at that moment,

he could not promise any remuneration) and the

expediency and indeed wisdom of a young man

of energy and talent hke myself (such were the

terms he was pleased to use) attaching myself

with spirit to the Magazine, and following its for-

tunes upward into prosperity, that I all but left in

his hands a hopeful MS., then in my pocket, and

all but promised to come aboard his old sinking

ship. I did promise to consider it. And two sec-

onds' consideration was enough. Hardly had I

closed the door of his darksome little den— I be-

lieve it was somewhere up in a kind of unex-

plored interior of No. 5 or No. 7 Beekman street

—

when the immense foolishness of doing as I had

been asked, flashed upon my mind with (I believe

the metaphor is new) dynamite violence. I ex-

ecuted a kind of war-dance of rage in the dingy

entry, like one who feels a desire to return and

slay a magician amid his unhallowed spells. But

I never returned. Perhaps at a second seance he

would have magnetized me.

Naturally, I think highly of the art of writing

short stories. At any rate, there are not many
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people who can write good ones. My idea is,

that a good short story possesses all the merits of

a long one, and others of its own besides. A
short story, in short, is to a long one what a

diamond is to a mountain. Thus thinking, I

remember to have been much surprised to learn

that there never had been any great sale for the

volumes of short stories by EDGAR A. PoE, nor

for those by NATHANIEL HAWTHORNE. And yet

those two writers are the best, in that department,

in the English language. The German HOFF-

MANN is the only writer that I know of, who can

be placed above them ; and even he, only for the

exhaustless flow of his fantastic imaginings ; not

for power of conception nor for force and finish

of execution. In this department— imaginative

tale -writing— HAWTHORNE'S tales might perhaps

be designated as significant, and POE's roman-

tic. Mrs. Stowe'S— the best of which are in her

charming little collection, *' The Mayjloiucr"— are

realistic and humorous; and N. P. Willis's, now

more wholly forgotten than they deserve, may be

called fashionable. It would be pleasant to con-

sider the merits of those other German masters
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of imaginations, besides HOFFMANN, to wit—
FouQUE, Goethe, Tieck, Novalis and Zschokke.

With all these, except the last, there is no English

writer of short imaginative tales to compare at all,

except POE and HAWTHORNE; while a few of

Zschokke's have a graceful genial fancifulness

entirely their own.

The claims of this particular kind of literature

to artistic dignity as a class or department, have

not been appreciated. POE, whose critical observa-

tions are often worth careful consideration— though,

indeed, they always require it— said that a poem,

to be perfect, must be no longer than may be

read at a single sitting, say of an hour. For, he

reasoned, the impression produced by a poem,

being very emotional, is necessarily transitory and

indivisible. You cannot sustain such emotion for

a long period. You cannot read in a poem until

you reach a high pitch of feeling, then break off

and transact an interlude of trade or other hard

work, and then come back and finish your high

emotion and your poem from the pitch and point

where you dropped them, as one might go back

to the cupboard and eat the other half of a pie.
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This is partly true and partly not. PoE

begged the question, by assuming that the only

poems are those where a single pang of high and

passionate emotion is their efficient cause, as it is

their object and effect— that is, that lyrics are the

only poems. This was natural enough in POE,

who w^as a lyric poet and no other. But there

is abundance of poetry that is not intense, and

whose soul is not any single impulse. Now the

prose tale, or short story, is not the highest order

of prose composition, any more than the lyric of

poetical ; but it is entitled, like the lyric, to a high

rank. It compares with other prose compositions

as the lyric does with the epic, or narrative, or

dramatic poem ; as a melody with an opera or a

sonata. Like a lyric song or a single melody, a

really fine short story (after the grade of POE,

Hawthorne, or the other masters I have named)

is the production of a faculty lofty, unique and

rare. It is a thing of power or beauty or fan-

tastic pleasure, as truly and as fully as an oration,

a melody, a picture, a statue, an edifice. It is at

least, as much as any of them, the visible, appreciable

embodiment of the knowledge, wisdom, ])rightness
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and love which are in the writer's soul. It is in-

trinsically as valuable, and as much contains the

seeds of usefulness and power, and has the signs

and certificates of immortality and fame, as any

other thing that is made. Will the pure, antique,

tender beauty of the ancient Greek tale of Cupid

and PsycJie ever perish ? It has lived seventeen

hundred years.. It will live as long as there i^.

literature.

F. B. ?,

Boston Public Library; yune 4, 1S77.
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IT will not do at all to disbelieve in the

existence of a personal devil. It is not

so many years ago that one of our profound-

est divines remarked with indignation upon

such disbelief ** No such person ?
" cried the

doctor with energy. *' Don't tell me ! I can

hear his tail snap and crack about amongst

the churches any day
!

"

And if the enemy Is,
^ in truth, still as

vigorously active among the sons of God

as he was in the days of Job (that is to

say. In the time of Solomon, when, as the

critics have found out, the Book of Job

was written), then surely still more is he

vigilant and sly In his tricks for foreclosing

his mortgages upon the souls of the wicked.
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And once more: still more than ever is

his personal appearance probable in these

latter days. The everlasting tooting of the

wordy Gumming has proclaimed the end of

all things for a quarter of a century; and

he will surely see his prophecy fulfilled if

he can only keep it up long enough. But,

though we discredit the sapient Second-Ad-

ventlst as to the precise occasion of the

diabolic avatar, has there not been a strange

coincidence between his noisy declarations,

and other evidence of an approximation of

the spiritual to the bodily sphere of life ?

Is not this same quarter of a century that

of the Spiritists ? Has it not witnessed the

development of Od ? And of clairvoyance ?

And have not the doctrines of ghosts, and

re-appearances of the dead, and of messages

from them, risen into a prominence entirely

new, and into a coherence and semblance

at least of fact and fixed law such as

was never known before? Yea, verily. Of
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all times in the world's history, to reject

out of one's beliefs either good spirits or

bad, angelology or diabology, chief good

being, or chief bad being, this is the most

improper.

Dr. Hicok was trebly liable to the awful

temptation, under which he had assuredly

fallen, over and above the fact that he was

a prig, which makes one feel the more glad

that he was so handsomely come up with

in the end ; such a prig that everybody

who knew him, invariably called him (when

he wasn't by) Hicok-alorum. This charm-

ing surname had been conferred on him by

a crazy old fellow with whom he once got

into a dispute. Lunatics have the most

awfully tricky ways of dodging out of

pinches in reasoning; but Hicok knew too

much to know that; and so he acquired

his fine title to teach him one thinof more.

Trebly liable, we said. The three reasons

are—
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1. He was foreign-born.

2. He was a Scotchman.

3. He was a physician and surgeon.

The way In which these causes operated

was as follows (I wish It were allowable to

use Artemas Ward's curiously satisfactory

vocable '* thusly :" like Mrs. Wiggle's sooth-

ing syrup, It *' supplies a real want") :—

Belne forelofn-born, Dr. Hicok had not

the unfailing moral stamina of a native Amer-

ican, and therefore was comparatively easily

beset by sin. Being, secondly, a Scotchman,

he was not only thoroughly conceited, with

a conceit as immovable as the Bass Rock,

just as other folks sometimes are, but. In

particular, he was perfectly sure of his utter

mastery of metaphysics, logic and dialectics,

or, as he used to call It, with a snobbish

Teutonlcalization, dialektik. Now, In the lat-

ter two, the Scotch can do something, but

In metaphysics they are simply imbecile ;
which

quality, in the inscrutable providence of God,
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has been joined with an equally complete

conviction of the exact opposite. Let not

man, therefore, put those traits asunder—
not so much by reason of any divine or-

dinance, as because no man in his senses

would try to convince a Scotchman—or any-

body else, for that matter.

Thirdly, he was a physician and surgeon;

and gentlemen of this profession are prone

to become either thoroughgoing materialists,

or else implicit and extreme Calvlnlstic Pres-

byterians, *'of the large blue kind." And
they are, moreover, positive, hard-headed,

bold, and self-confident. So they have good

need to be. Did not Majendie say to his

students, *' Gentlemen, disease is a subject

which physicians know nothing about ?

"

So the doctor both believed In the ex-

istence of a personal devil, and believed In

his own ability to get the upper hand of

that individual in a tournament of the wits.

Ah, he learned better by terrible experience !
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The doctor was a dry-looking little chap,

with sandy hair, a freckled face, small gray

eyes, and absurd white eyebrows and eye-

lashes, which made him look as if he had

finished off his toilet with just a light flour-

ish from the dredging-box. He was erect of

carriage, and of a prompt, ridiculous alert-

ness of step and motion, very much like

that of Major Wellington De Boots. And

his face commonly wore a kind of compla-

cent serenity such as the Hindoos ascribe

to Buddha. I know a little snappish dentist's-

goods dealer up town, who might be mis-

taken for Hicok-alorum any day.

Well, well—what had the doctor done?

Why— it will sound absurd, probably, to some

unbelieving people—but really Dr. Hicok

confessed the whole story to me himself: he

had made a bargain with the evil one! And

indeed he was such an uncommonly disa-

greeable-looking fellow, that, unless on some

such hypothesis, it is impossible to imagine
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how he could have prospered as he did.

He gained patients, and cured them too

;

made money ; invested successfully ; bought a

brown-stone front— a house, not a wiglet

—

then bought other real estate ; began to put

his name on charity subscription lists, and to

be made vice-president of various things.

Chiefest of all— it must have been by

some superhuman aid that Dr. Hicok mar-

ried his wife, the then and present Mrs.

Hicok. Dear me ! I have described the

doctor easily enough. But how infinitely

more difficult it Is to delineate Beauty than

the Beast: did you ever think of it? All

I can say Is, that she is a very lovely

woman now ; and she must have been, when

the doctor married her, one of the loveliest

creatures that ever lived— a lively, graceful,

bright-eyed brunette, with thick fine long

black hair, pencilled delicate eyebrows, little

pink ears, thin high nose, great astonished

brown eyes, perfect teeth, a little rosebud of
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a mouth, and a figure so extremely beauti-

ful that nobody believed she did not pad;

hardly even the artists who—those of them at

least who work faithfully in the life-school—
are the very best judges extant of truth

in costume and personal beauty. But, fur-

thermore, she was good, with the innocent

unconscious goodness of a sweet little child;

and of all feminine charms— even beyond

her supreme grace of motion— she possessed

the sweetest, the most resistless—a lovely

voice ; whose tones, whether in speech or

song, were perfect in sweetness, and with a

strange penetrating sympathetic quality, and

at the same time with the most wonderful

half-delaying completeness of articulation and

modulation, as if she enjoyed the sound of

her own music. No doubt she did ; but it

was unconsciously, like a bird. The voice

was so sweet, the great loveliness and kind-

ness of soul it expressed were so deep,

that, like every exquisite beauty, it rayed
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forth a certain sadness within the pleasure

it gave. It awakened Infinite, Indistinct emo-

tions of beauty and perfection— Infinite long-

ings.

It's of no use to tell me that such a

spirit—she really ought not to be noted so

low down as amons^st human belnofs—that

such a spirit could have been made glad

by becoming the yoke-fellow of HIcok-alorum,

by Influences exclusively human. No !
— I

don't believe it— I won't believe it— it can't

be believed. I can't convince you, of course,

for you don't know her ; but if you did,

along with the rest of the evidence, and if

your knowledge was like mine—that from

the testimony of my own eyes and ears and

judgment— you would know just as I do,

that the doctor's possession of his wife was

the keystone of the arch of completed proof

on which I found my absolute assertion that

he had made that bargain.

He certainly had ! A most characteristic
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transaction too; for while, after the usual

fashion, It was agreed by the '' party of the

first part"— viz.. Old Scratch— that Dr. HI-

cok should succeed In whatever he under-

took during twenty years, and by the party

of the second part, that at the end of that

time the D should fetch him In manner

and form as is ordinarily provided, yet there

was added a peculiar clause. This was, that,

when the time came for the doctor to de-

part, he should be left entirely whole and

unharmed, In mind, body, and estate, provid-

ed he could put to the Devil three consec-

utive questions, of which either one should

be such that that cunning spirit could not

solve it on the spot.

So for twenty years Dr. Hicok lived and

prospered, and waxed very great. He did

not gain one single pound avoirdupois, how-

ever, which may perchance seem strange, but

is the most natural thing in the world.

Who ever saw a little, dry, wiry, sandy
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freckled man, with white eyebrows, that did

grow fat ? And, besides, the doctor spent all

his leisure time in hunting up his saving

trinity of questions ; and hard study, above

all for such a purpose, is as sure an anti-

fattener as Banting.

He knew the Scotch metaphysicians by

heart already, ex-officio as it were ; but he

very early gave up the idea of trying to

fool the Devil with such mud-pie as that.

Yet be it understood, that he found cause

to except Sir William Hamilton from the

muddle-headed crew. He chewed a ofood

while, and pretty hopefully, upon the Quan-

tification of the Predicate ; but he had to

give that up too, when he found out how

small and how dry a meat rattled within

the big, noisy nut-shell. He read Saint

Thomas Aquinas, and Peter Dens, and a

cartload more of old casuists, Romanist and

Protestant.

He exhausted the learning of the De-
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velopment Theory. He studied and expe-

rimented up to the existing Hmits of knowl-

edge on the question of the Origin of Life,

and then poked out alone, as much farther

as he could, into the ineffable black dark-

ness that is close at the end of our noses

on that, as well as most other questions.

He hammered his way through the whole

controversy on the Freedom of the Will.

He mastered the whole works of Mr. Henry

C. Carey on one side, and of two hundred

and fifty English capitalists and American

college professors on the other, on the ques-

tion of Protection or Free Trade. He
made, with vast pains, an extensive collec-

tion of the questions proposed at debating

societies and colleore-students* societies witho

long Greek names. The last effort was a

failure. Dr. Hicok had got the idea, that,

from the spontaneous activity of so many

free young geniuses, many wondrous and

suggestive thoughts would be born. Hav-
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ing, however, tabulated his collection, he

found, that, among all these innumerable

gymnasia of intellect, there were only sev-

enteen questions debated ! The doctor read

me a curious little memorandum of his con-

clusions on this unexpected fact, which will

perhaps be printed some day.

He investigated many other things too;

for a sharp-witted little Presbyterian Scotch

doctor, working to cheat the Devil out of

his soul, can accomplish an amazing deal

in twenty years. He even went so far as

to take into consideration mere humbugs;

for, if he could cheat the enemy with a

humbug, why not? The only pain in that

case, would be the mortification of having

stooped to an inadequate adversary—a foe-

man unworthy of his steel. So he weigh-

ed such queries as the scholastic brocardy

An cJiimcsra -bombinans iii vactcOy devorat se-

cundas intentiones ? and that beautiful moot

point wherewith Sir Thomas More silenced
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the challenging schoolmen of Bruges, An
averia carrucce capta in vetitonainio sint ir-

replegibilia f

He glanced a little at the subject of

conundrums ; and among the chips from his

workshop Is a really clever theory of con-

undrums. He has a classification and dis-

cussion of them, all his own, and quite in-

genious and satisfactory, which divides them

into answerable and unanswerable, and under

each of these, into resemblant and differ-

ential.

For instance : let the four classes be

distinguished with the initials of these four

terms, A. R., A. D., U. R., and U. D.
;

you will find that the Infinite Possible

Conundrum (so to speak) can always be

reduced under one of those four heads.

Using symbols, as they do in discussing

syllogism— indeed, by the way, a conundrum

is only a jocular variation in the syllogism,

an intentional fallacy for fun (read Whate-
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ly's Logic, Book III., and see if it isn't

so)—using symbols, I say, you have these

four ** figures :"

—

I. (A. R.) Why is A Hke B? (answer-

able) : as, Why is a gentleman who gives

a young lady a young dog, like a person

who rides rapidly up hill ? A. Because he

gives a gallop up (gal-a-pup).

Sub-variety ; depending upon a violation

of something like the *' principle of exclud-

ed middle," a very fallacy of a fallacy

;

such as the ancient ** nigger-minstrel " case.

Why is an elephant like a brick? A. Be-

cause neither of them can climb a tree.

II. (A. D.) Why is A tmlike B? (an-

swerable) usually put thus : What is the dif-

ference between A and B ? (Figure I., if

worded in the same style, would become,

*'What is the similarity between A and B?"):

as. What is the difference between the old

United States Bank and the Fulton Ferry-

boat signals in- thick weather? A. One is
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a fog whistle, and the other is a Whig

fossil.

III. (U. R.) Why is A like B? (unan-

swerable): as Charles Lamb's well-known

question, Is that your own hare or a wig?

IV. (U. D.) Why Is A wilike B? (un-

answerable) i. e., What Is the difference, &c.,

as, What is the difference between a fac

simile and a sick family; or between hydrau-

lics and raw-hide licks ?

But let me not diverge too far into frivol-

ity. All the hopefully difficult questions. Dr.

HIcok set down and classified. He compiled

a set of rules on the subject, and, indeed, de-

veloped the whole philosophy of it by which

he struck off, as soluble, questions or classes

of them. Some he thought out himself;

others were now and then answered in some

learned book, that led the way through the

very heart of one or another of his biggest

mill- stones.

So it was really none too much time that
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he had ; and, in truth, he did not actually

decide upon his three questions, until just a

week before the fearful day when he was to

put them.

It came at last, as every day of reckon-

ing surely comes ; and Dr. Hicok, memoran-

dum in hand, sat in his comfortable library

about three o'clock on one beautiful warm

summer afternoon, as pale as a sheet, his

heart thumping away like Mr. Krupp's big-

gest steam.-hammer at Essen, his mouth

and tongue parched and feverish, a pitcher

of cold water at hand from which he sip-

ped and sipped, though it seemed as if

his throat repelled it "into the globular

state," or dispersed it into steam, as red-hot

iron does. Around him were the records of

the vast army of doubters and quibblers in

whose works he had been hunting, as a

traveller labors through a jungle, for the

deepest doubts, the most remote inquiries.

Sometimes, with that sort of hardihood,

2
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rather than reason, which makes a despe-

rate man try to believe by his will what he

longs to know to be true, Dr. Hicok would

say to himself, " I know I've got him 1"

And then his heart would seem to fall out

of him, it sank so suddenly, and with so

deadly a faintness, as the other side of his

awful case loomed before him, and he

thought, *'But if—?" He would not fin-

ish ^/laf question : he could not. The fur-

thest point to which he could bring him-

self was, that of a sort of icy outer stiffening

of acquiescence in the inevitable.

There was a ring at the street-door.

The servant brought in a card, on a silver

salver.
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"Show the gentleman in," said the doc-

tor. He spoke with difficulty ; for the ef-

fort to control his own nervous excitement

was so immense an exertion, that he hardly

had the self-command and muscular energy

even to articulate.

The servant returned, and ushered into

the library a handsome, youngish, middle-

aged and middle-sized gentleman, pale, with

large melancholy black eyes, and dressed

in the most perfect and quiet style.

The doctor arose, and greeted his visitor

with a degree of steadiness and politeness

that did him the greatest credit.

''How do you do, sir?" he said: "I am

happy"—but it struck him that he wasn't,

and he stopped short.

"Very right, my dear sir," replied the

guest, in a voice that was musical but per-

ceptibly sad, or rather patient in tone.

"Very right; how hollow those formulas are!

I hate all forms and ceremonies ! But I am
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glad to see you, doctor. Now, that is really

the fact."

No doubt !
" Divil doubt him !

" as an

Irishman would say. So is a cat glad to see

a mouse in its paw. Something like these

thoughts arose in the doctor s mind ; he smiled

as affably as he could, and requested the

visitor to be seated.

"Thanks!" replied he, and took the chair

which the doctor moved up to the table for

him. He placed his hat and gloves on the

table. There was a brief pause, as might

happen if two friends sat at their ease for a

chat on matters and things in general. The

visitor turned over a volume or two that lay

on the table.

** The Devil," he read from one of them
;

*'His Origin, Greatness, Decadence. By the

Rev. A. Reville, D.D."

"Ah !
" he commented quietly. "A French-

man, I observe. If it had been an English-

man, I should fancy he wrote the book for
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the sake of the rhyme in the title. Do you

know, doctor, I fancy that incredulity of his

will substitute one dash for the two periods

in the reverend gentleman's degree ! I know

no one greater condition of success in some

lines of operation, than to have one's existence

thoroughly disbelieved in.

"

The doctor forced himself to reply :
*' I

hardly know how I came to have the book

here. Yet he does make out a pretty strong

case. I confess I would like to be certified

that he is right. Suppose you allow yourself

to be convinced ? " And the poor fellow

grinned; it couldn't be called a smile.

"Why, really, I'll look into it. I've con-

sidered the point though, not that I'm sure I

could choose. And you know, as the late J.

Milton very neatly observed, one would hard-

ly like to lose one's intellectual being,

* though full of pain;'" and he smiled, not

unkindly but sadly, and then resumed: ''A

Bible too. Very good edition. I remember
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seeing It stated that a professional person

made It his business to find errors of the

press In one of the Bible Society's editions—
this very one, I think; and the only one he

could discover was a single 'wrong font*

Very accurate work— very !

"

He had been turning over the leaves in-

differently as he spoke, and laid, the volume

easily back. '' Curious old superstition that,'*

he remarked, "that certain personages were

made uncomfortable by this work!" And he

gave the doctor a glance, as much as to ask,

in the most delicate manner in the world,

*'Did you put that there to scare me with?"

I think the doctor blushed a little. He
had not really expected, you know— still, in

case there should be any prophylactic influ-

ence— ? No harm done, in any event; and

that was precisely the observation made by

the guest.

"No harm done, my dear fellow!" he

said, in his calm, quiet, musical voice. No
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good, either, I imagine they both of them

added to themselves.

There is an often repeated observation

that people under the pressure of an im-

measurable misery or agony seem to take on

a preternaturally sharp vision for minute de-

tails, such as spots in the carpet, and sprigs

in the wall-paper, threads on a sleeve, and

the like. Probably the doctor felt this influ-

ence. He had dallied a little, too, with the

crisis; and so did his visitor— from different

motives, no doubt; and, as he sat there,

his eye fell on the card that had just been

brought to him.

*'I beg your pardon," he said; **but

might I ask a question about your card?"

''Most certainly, doctor: what is it?"

"Why— it's always a liberty to ask ques-

tions about a gentleman's name, and we

Scotchmen are particularly sensitive on the

point ; but I have always been interested in

the general subject of patronomatology."
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The other, by a friendly smile and a de-

precating wave of the hand, renewed his

welcome to the doctor's question.

''Well, it's this: How did you come to

decide upon that form of name— Mr. Apollo

Lyon?"
*' Oh ! just a little fancy of mine. It's a

newly-invented variable card, I believe they

call it. There's a temporary ink arrangement.

It struck me it was liable to abuse in case of

an assumption of aliases ; but perhaps that's

none of my business. You can easily take

off the upper name, and another one comes

out underneath. I'm always interested in in-

ventions. See."

And as the text, " But they have sought

out many inventions," passed through Dr.

Hicok's mind, the other drew forth a white

handkerchief, and, rubbing the card in a

careless sort of way, laid it down before the

doctor. Perhaps the strain on the poor

doctors nerves was unsteadying him by
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this time; he may not have been right; but

he seemed to see only one name, as if

compounded from the former two.

And it seemed to be in red ink instead

of black; and the lines seemed to creep

and throb and glow, as if the red were the

red of fire, instead of vermilion. But red

is an extremely trying color to the eyes.

However, the doctor, startled as he was,

thought best not to raise any further queries,

and only said, perhaps with some difficulty,

**Very curious, I'm sure!"

"Well, doctor," said Mr. Lyon, or what-

ever his name was, *' I don't want to hurry
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you, but I suppose we might as well have

our little business over?"

** Why, yes. I suppose you wouldn't care

to consider any question of compromises or

substitutes?"

*'I fear it's out of the question really,"

was the reply, most kindly in tone, but

with perfect distinctness.

There was a moment's silence. It seemed

to Dr. Hicok as if the beating of his heart

must fill the room, it struck so heavily, and

the blood seemed to surge with so loud a

rush through the carotids up past his ears.

"Shall I be found to have gone off with

a rush of blood to the head ? " he thought

to himself But— it can very often be done

by a resolute effort—he gathered himself

together as it were and with one powerful

exertion mastered his disordered nerves. Then

he lifted his memorandum, gave one glance at

the sad, calm face opposite him, and spoke.

" You know they're every once in a while
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explaining a vote, as they call it, in Congress.

It don't make any difference, I know; but it*

seems to me as if I should put you more ful-

ly in possession of my meaning, if I should

just say a word or two, about the reasons

for my selection."

The visitor bowed with his usual air of

pleasant acquiescence.

'* I am aware," said Dr. Hicok, *'that my
selection would seem thoroughly commonplace

to most people. Yet nobody knows better

than you do, my dear sir, that the oldest

questions are the newest. The same vitality

which is so strong in them, as to raise them

as soon as thought begins, is infinite, and

maintains them as long as thought endures.

Indeed, I may say to you frankly, that it is

by no means on novelty, but rather on an-

tiquity, that I rely."

The doctor s hearer bowed with an air of

approving interest. ''Very justly reasoned,"

he observed. The doctor went on

—
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" I have, I may say— and under the

circumstances I shall not be suspected of

conceit— made pretty much the complete

circuit of unsolved problems. They class

exactly as those questions do which we hab-

itually reckon as solved : under the three sub-

jects to which they relate— God, the intelli-

gent creation, the unintelligent creation.

Now, I have selected my questions accord-

ingly— one for each of those divisions.

Whether I have succeeded in satisfying the

conditions necessary will appear quickly.

But you see that I have not stooped to

any quibbling, or begging either. I have

sought to protect myself by the honorable

use of a masculine reason."

" Your observations interest me greatly,"

remarked the audience. '' Not the less so,

that they are so accurately coincident with

my own habitual lines of thought— at least,

so far as I can judge from what you have

said. Indeed, suppose you had called upon
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me to help you prepare Insoluble problems,

I was bound, I suppose, to comply to the

best of my ability ; and, If I had done so,

those statements of yours are thus far the

very preface I supplied— I beg your par-

don ; should have supplied—you with. I

fancy I could almost state the questions.

Well?"—

All this was most kind and compliment-

ary ; but somehow It did not encourage the

doctor in the least. He even fancied that

he detected a sneer, as If his Interlocutor

had been saying, '' Flutter away, old bird

!

That was my bait that you had been feed-

ing on: you're safe enough; It is my net

that holds you."

''First Question,'' said Dr. Hicok, with

steadiness :
" Reconcile the fore-knowledge

and the fore-ordination of God with the free

will of man."

**I thought so, of course," remarked the

other. Then he looked straight Into the
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doctors keen little gray eyes with his deep

melancholy black ones, and raised his slender

forefinger. '* Most readily. The reconcilia-

tion is your own conscience, doctor ! Do
what you know to be right, and you will

find that there is nothing to reconcile—that

you and your Maker have no debates to

settle !

"

The words were spoken with a weighty

solemnity and conviction that were awful.

The doctor had a conscience, though he had

found himself practically forced, for the sake

of success, to use a good deal of constraint

with it— In fact, to lock it up, as it were,

in a private madhouse, on an unfounded

charge of lunacy. But the obstinate thing

would not die, and would not lose its wits;

and now all of a sudden, and from the very

last quarter where It was to be expected,

came a summons before whose intensity of

just requirement no bolts could stand. The

doctor s conscience walked out of her prison,
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and came straight up to the field of battle,

and said

—

" Give up the first question."

And he obeyed

" I confess it," he said. " But how could

I have expected a great basic truth, both re-

ligiously and psychologically so, from— from

your
"Ah! my dear sir," was the reply: "you

have erred in ^/la^ line of thought, exactly

as many others have. The truth is one and

the same, to God, man, and devil."

^'Second Question,'' said Dr. HIcok. "Rec-

oncile the development theory, connection

of natural selection and sexual selection, with

the responsible immortality of the soul."

"Unquestionably," assented the other, as

if to say, "Just as I expected."

" No theory of creation has any logical

connection with any doctrine of Immortality.

What was the motive of creation ?— that

would be a question ! If you had asked me
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that! But the question, 'Where did men

come from? ' has no bearing on the ques-

tion, * Have they any duties now that they

are here?* The two are reconciled, because

they do not differ. You can't state any in-

consistency between a yard measure and a

fifty-six pound weight."

The doctor nodded ; , he sat down ; he

took a glass of water, and pressed his hand

to his heart. '' Now, then," he said to him-

self, *' once more ! If I have to stand this

fifteen minutes I shall be in some other

world !

"

The door from the Inner room opened;

and Mrs. Hicok came singing in, carrying,

balanced upon her pretty pink fore-finger,

something or other of an airy bouquet-like

fabric. Upon this she was looking with much

delight.

'' See, dear !
" she said :

'* how perfectly

lovely
!

"

Both gentlemen started, and the lady
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Started too. She had not known of the

visit ; and she had not, until this instant,

seen that her husband was not alone.

Dr. Hicok, of course, had never given

her the l^ey to his skeleton-closet; for he

was a shrewd man. He loved her, too ; and

he thought he had provided for her absence

during the ordeal. • 'She had executed her

shopping with unprecedented speed.

Why the visitor started, would be diffi-

cult to say. Perhaps her voice startled him.

The happy music in it was enough like a

beautified duplicate of his own thrilling sweet

tones, to have made him acknowledge her

for a sister— from heaven. He started, at

any rate.

*' Mr. Lyon, my wife," said the doctor,

somewhat at a loss. Mr. Lyon bowed, and

So did the lady.

"I beg your pardon, gentlemen, I am

sure," she said. " I did not know you were

busy, dear. There is a thunder-shower com-

ing up. I drove home just in season."
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'' Oh !— only a little wager, about some

conundrums," said the doctor. Perhaps he

may be excused for his fib. He did not

want to annoy her unnecessarily.

"Oh, do let me know!" she said* with

much eagerness. "You know how I enjoy

them!"

"Well," said the doctor, "not exactly the

ordinary kind. I was to puzzle my fi-iend

here with one out of three questions; and

he has beaten me in two of them already.

I've but one more chance."

" Only one ? " she asked, with a smile.

"What a bright man your friend must be!

I thought nobody could puzzle you, dear.

Stay ; let me ask the other question."

Both the gentlemen started again : it was

quite a surprise.

" But are you a married man, Mr.

Lyon ? " she asked, with a blush.

"No, madam," was the reply, with a very

graceful bow— "I have a mother, but no
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wife. Permit me to say, that if I could be-

lieve there was a duplicate of yourself in ex-

istence, I would be as soon as possible."

" Oh, what a gallant speech !

" said th^^

lady. '' Thank you, sir, very much ;
" and

she made him a pretty little courtesy.

'' Tken I am quite sure of my question, sir.

Shall I, dear?"

The doctor quickly decided. *' I am

done for, any how," he reflected. " I be-

gin to see that the old villain put those

questions into my head himself He hinted

as much. I don't know but I'd rather she

would ask it. It's better to have her kill

me, I guess, than to hold out the carving-

knife to him myself"

**With all my heart, my dear," said the

doctor, " if Mr. Lyon consents."

Mr. Lyon looked a little disturbed; but

his . manner was perfect, as he replied that

he regretted to seem to (disoblige, but that

he feared the conditions of their little bet

Id |iQt allo\v it.
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" Beg your pardon, I'm sure, for being

so uncivil," said the lively litde beauty, as

she whispered a few words in her husband's

ear.

This is what she said

—

''What's mine's yours, dear. Take it.

Ask him—buzz, buzz, buzz."

The doctor nodded. Mrs. Hicok stood

by him and smiled, still holding in her pret-

ty pink fore-finger the frail shimmering thing

just mentioned ; and she gave it a twirl, so

that it swung quite round. ** Isn't it a love

of a bonnet?" she said.

'' Yes," the doctor said aloud. '* I adopt

the question."

" Third Qziestioji. Which is the front

side of this?''

And he pointed to the bonnet. It must

have been a bonnet, because Mrs. Hicok

called it so. I shouldn't have known it

from the collection of thino^s in a kaleido-

scope, bunched up together.
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The lady stood before him, and twirled

the wondrous fabric round and round, with

the prettiest possible unconscious roguish

look of defiance. The doctors very heart

stood still.

*'Put it on, please," said Mr. Lyon, in

the most innocent way in the world.

"Oh, no!" laughed she. *' I know I'm

only a woman, but I'm not quite so silly

!

But I tell you what: you may put it on,

if you think that will help you!" And she

held out the mystery to him.

Confident in his powers of discrimination

Mr. Lyon took hold of the fairy-like com-

bination of sparkles and threads and feath-

ers and flowers, touching it with that sort of

timid apprehension that bachelors use with a

baby. He stood before the glass over the

mantel- piece. First he put it across his

head with one side in front, and then with

the other. Then he put it lengthways on

his head, and tried the effect of tying one
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of the two couples of strings under each

of his ears. Then he put it on, the other

side up j so that it swam on his head Hke

a boat, with a high mounted bow and stern.

More than once he did all this, with obvi-

ous care and thouo"htfulness.o

Then he came slowly back, and resum-

ed his seat. It was growing very dark,

though they had not noticed it; for the

thunder-shower had been hurrying on, and

already its advanced guard of wind, heavy-

laden with the smell of the rain, could be

heard, and a few large drops splashed on

the window.

The beautiful wife of the doctor laughed

merrily to watch the growing discomposure

of the visitor, who returned the bonnet, with

undiminished courtesy, but with obvious con-

straint of manner.

He looked down ; he drummed on the

table ; he looked up ; and both the doctor

and the doctors wife were startled at the
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intense sudden anger in the dark, handsome

face. Then he sprang up, and went to the

window. He looked out a moment, and

then said

—

''Upon my word, that is going to be

a very sharp squall 1 The clouds are very

heavy. If I'm any judge, something will be

struck. I can feel the electricity in the air.'*

While he still spoke, the first thunder-

bolt crashed overhead. It was one of those

close, sudden, overpoweringly awful explo-

sions from clouds very heavy and very near,

where the lightning and the thunder leap

together out of the very air close about

you, even as if you were in them. It

was an unendurable burst of sound, and of

the intense white sheety light of very

near lightning. Dreadfully frightened, the poor

little lady clung close to her husband. He,

poor man, if possible yet more frighten-

ed, exhausted as he was by what he had

been enduring, fainted dead away. Don't
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blame him: a cast-iron bull-dog might have

fainted.

Mrs. Hicok, thinking that her husband

was struck dead by the lightning, screamed

terribly. Then she touched him; and, see-

ing what was really the matter, administer-

ed cold water from the pitcher on the table.

Shortly he revived.

"Where Is he?" he said.

" I don't know, love. I thought you

were dead. He must have gone away.

Did It strike the house ?

"

" Gone away ? Thank God ! Thank you^

dear
!

" cried out the doctor.

Not knowing any adequate cause for so

much emotion, she answered him

—

" Now, love, don't you ever say women

are not practical again. That was a prac-

tical question, you see. But didn't it strike

the house ? .What a queer smell. Ozone

:

isn't that what you were telling me about?
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How funny, that lightning should have a

smell
!

"

*'I believe there's no doubt of it," ob-

served Dr. Hicok.

Mr. Apollo Lyon had really gone,

though just how or when, nobody could say.

*'My dear," said Dr. Hicok, ** I do so

like that bonnet of yours ! I don't wonder

it puzzled him. It would puzzle the Devil

himself. I firmly believe I shall call it your

Devil-puzzler."

But he never told her what the puzzle

had been.
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I
WAS talking the other day with my
friend Budlong, whom I met in New

York after two or three years of separation,

about the progress of the age, and espe-

cially about recent inventions. When I

find any thing worth reading in the news-

papers, I cut it out and carry it in my
pocket-book for a few days, to read to all

my friends; and then I put it in a scrap-

book for all future generations. Much good

may it do them 1

Well, I drew Budlong's attention to the

last cutting, and began to read it to him.

[42]
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It was a Washington despatch of the day

before, with "display head," somewhat thus :

—

"TALKING MACHINE!

The Great Professor Hanserl Faber!!

All Washington Crowds To See It I

GRANT SAYS HE DON'T WANT ITT

"The inventor has closely copied the form and ac-

tion of the different organs producing the human voice,

and operated them in the same manner; levers and

springs taking the place of muscles and nerves. The

machine has a bellows for lungs, a windpipe for the

conduction of air, an India-rubber larynx, with vocal

cords modelled after those of man, and opening and

closing in the same manner. It has a fixed upper

jaw of wood, with a

LIP OF leather.

"The lower jaw is made of India-rubber; and the

mouth has a hard palate of hard rubber, and a mov-

able tongue of flexible rubber."

And so on. '* There, Budlong," I said
;

"what do you think of that?"
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"I don't think," said Budlong; ''I know.

See here
!

" And with a wise kind of grin,

he fumbled in his breast-pocket, and drew

forth a document, which I read:—
'' Received [&c.] of P. Budlong, in full

for advertisement and notices of Budlong and

Fabers machines, fifty dollars. Jenks, Adv.

Clk."

It was from the office of the very same

newspaper. I stared at Budlong, as amaz-

ed as Balboa,

" Silent, upon a peak in Darien,"

when he first espied the boundless Pacific.

''What is it?" I asked.

" Why, it's a costly business to get the

right kind of notices in the papers."

" But do you know Faber ? Were you

ever at Vienna?"

" Hanserl Is Viennese for Johnny," answer-

ed he. *' I know that; and ^aber is Latin for

Smith; and professor is American for any-
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body. Don't you remember old Johnny

Smith?"

In short, this Dutchman is not a Ger-i

man Dutchman, but a Yankee one ; neither

more nor less than a self-taught mechanician

from the native town of both Budlong and

myself I knew the man had been delu-

ded at one time by the same " perpetual mo-

tion " goblin that has fooled so many half-

taught or ill-balanced minds ; but I had lost

sight of him for years. He had, as my
friend now informed me, applied to him for

assistance in his semi-lunatic labors. Bud-

long, who, though extremely queer, is not

without some good points, had set to work to

help the poor fellow out of his delusion.

"I very soon found," said Budlong,

"that, if I attacked him directly, I should

only confirm his notions. I had had some

ideas of my own about this talking-machine,

for a good wh^le*^^ and so I set Smith at

work on that, and managed to give him
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some correct views on the first principles of

mechanics, on pretence of investigations at

odd times for improving his own invention.

He has really a very fair faculty for mechan-

ics, with some help in the reasoning part;

and, after a while, he found himself con-

vinced, without knowing how. I guess he's

the only case on record of a radical cure."

''That is a process worth considering for

other delusions," I observed; "it is the great

tactical rule of flanking the enemy. But it

is you, then, who is really running the talk-

ing-machine and Prof Faber of Vienna?"

" Yes ; Vienna's a good place for the in-

vention to come from, since Von Kempelen's

chess-player. There's a very neat sum of

money in my invention, I reckon, and we've

marketed enough of them to prove it too.

I'll tell you what— I'll show you over the

factory, and let you make an article on the

subject for one of the magazines, if you

want to."
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"I guess," said I, ''that I can get It print-

ed, if you will advertise a little with them.'

** I never bribe," said Budlong, virtuously.

''I know that," said I. ' *We abhor it

equally : still I think it would look more like

business. The advertisement would draw

people's attention to the article; and reading

the article would have a tendency to increase

the circulation of the piagazine."

''Oh!" said Budlong: "I hadn't seen it

in that light. I don't know but you are

correct. Well, say one page of advertise-

ment each time the article is printed?"

This it was agreed I might offer.

"Now come along, " said my friend.

"I've got to go right up town this mo-

ment; and I'll show you through the whole

concern.

"

So we took a University-place car— Bar-

clay Street, corner of Broadway—which, with

only one transfer, left us within two or three

blocks of our destination.
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On the way up, Budlong gave me one

piece of information which greatly helped

me to understand his invention, and which

will, I believe, make it very clearly intelligi-

ble to most people who know what a mitre

-

joint or a king-post or a truss-bridge is

;

and, I hope, to those who do not. I had

remarked to him that I believed I under-

stood the vocalizing part of his machine

—

which was, I presumed, a development of

the mechanism used in Vaucanson's flute-

player, Maelzel's trumpeter, and the various

speaking automata—but that I was thorough-

ly puzzled to see how he could deliver

through the machine, a long, connected dis-

course. I could not suppose, I added, that

he was going to hide a human being in

each figure, as Von Kempelen did in his

chess-player—a device quite too thin (to

use a slang phrase of to-day, that may be

classic to-morrow) for the present state of

intelligence.
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"Not at all," my friend observed. *'A11

my work is genuine mechanism. The de-

vice for accomplishing what you refer to is,

however, my own special invention, and is

precisely what makes a commercial article

out of the mere toy of those European

fellows. I have simply adapted one of the

parts of Alden's type-setting machine to my
use. Do you know that machine ?"

As I did not, Mr. Budlong went on,

with a kind of set though fluent clearness,

which kept reminding me of the specifica-

tions in a patent. I dare say they were

from precisely that source, at least in part.

" Take twenty-six type, one for each

English letter ; lay them down on their

edges close together, with the faces all one

way, like a long row of people in bed

lying '' spoon-fashion. " Then let a different

nick or notch, or set of nicks or notches,

belong to the upper edge of each of the

twenty-six. Suppose a thing like a comb,

4
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its back as long as one type, with as

many teeth as there can be nicks on a type,

and these teeth not tight in the back, but

jointed to it. Now, if this comb be drawn

along the backs of this row of twenty-six

type, (across each individual type, of course)

the teeth that fit the nicks of ^, for instance,

or of /, will fall into those nicks when

they reach that letter.

*' Now add the necessary mechanism for

lifting out each letter when reached, and

carrying it where it is wanted, and you

have the principal element of the type-set-

ting machine.

" Lastly, let the supposed comb be fixed,

instead of moving; and instead of type

—

here is the precise contrivance of Budlong

and Faber— instead of type to be carried

under the jointed teeth, or fingers, and to

let these fall into the proper nicks, let the

teeth, or fingers, be lifted by marks in

paper or other fabric, raised or embossed, as
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in printing for the blind; and, as the pro-

jections answering to each sound lift the

teeth, let these teeth, continued by means

equivalent to the leaders from the keys in

a piano or organ, open the pipes, reeds, or

valves which emit that sound.

"There! that is the heart of my mystery.

I am not in the least afraid of telling it

;

for I have a monopoly of this application of

Alden's device ; and this, you see, enabled

me to dodge all the infringers. I should

have had the Old Gentleman's own time, if

I had recorded an application for a patent.

As it is, I have worked the whole thing

out to perfection at my leisure, and without

one particle of annoyance or interference."

I could not help admiring the truly

American combination of mechanical and

political genius thus described : and, if my
praise did not satisfy Budlong, he must

needs have been horribly vain ; for I gave

him a most hearty portion of it. Indeed,
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I challenge the intelligent reader (I scorn

to address any other) to refuse me his meed

of admiration for this most remarkable in-

stance of ingenuity in mechanics, and mas-

terly shrewdness in management. Would

that all great inventors could have done the

like ! We should not have on our records

such miserable stories as that of the thiev-

ish persecutions that swindled Whitney, nor

the other similar cases.

The factory of Messrs. Budlong and Fa-

ber is on Twelfth Avenue, close to the

North River, and between the water and

Riverside Park. I well remember being

struck, as we entered its precincts, by the

dreariness of the premises, and the contrast

between their sordid common-place and the

brilliant conceptions that were being shaped

into actual existence inside. There was a

plain brick building of respectable size ; the

usual tall chimney and squatty engine-house

flat at its foot, as if worshipping it; the
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Staring windows, their dingy glass uncovered

from the hot sunlight, Hke eyes left lidless

by some torturing tyrant; a cloud of black

smoke; the chatter of a small high-pressure

engine, and the corresponding spitting dis-

charge of steam from an escape-pipe ; a

narrow lawn of black dust and scoriae be-

tween the sidewalk and the door; two or

three broken cog-wheels, shafts, and other

portions of invalid machinery, leaning against

the outside of the building, like old soldiers,

sunning themselves in front of a hospital.

We entered the office, where Budlong

left me for a few minutes to attend to

some business or other. In his absence,

I betook myself to Inspecting divers articles,

which adorned the walls of the little room.

There were a few portraits of eminent public

speakers, both lay and clerical ; various draw-

ings of machinery; and one rusty old print,

executed in a coarse enough style, but with

considerable spirit.
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The imprint stated that it was a view

of the newly invented ''Kailuiper Semina-

rium:'' date, 1807. This partly Greek and

partly Latin appellation was somewhat diffi-

cult to interpret, but might perhaps be

taken to imply that the '' Seminarlum' was

kai huper—eve7t ahead of—any thing there-

tofore invented in that line. The picture

represented a curious machine, or mill, worked

by a large crank, at which were laboring

several stately personages in academic or

clerical costume. Into a species of hop-

per, at one end, other gentlemen, of like de-

meanor and costume, were gravely casting

huge pumpkins, squashes, cabbages, turnips,

and other matters known in Yankee realms

by the collective title of "green sarse."

From the discharging-trough at the opposite

extremity, hopped and tumbled a number

of little lively black creatures, which I took

at first to be frogs or diminutive apes,

but which, upon closer inspection, were seen
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to be small clergymen of prim countenance,

and jaunty and priggish bearing, accurately

arrayed in well-fitting black garments. At

their first exit from the machine, they were

represented as falling upon the earth in a

helpless, sprawly state, on their stomachs,

or on all-fours. But they quickly hopped

up, and were seen marching off to parts

unknown, with a trig strut, and an air of

satisfaction and delight, curiously suggestive

of those young birds who run about, as

naturalists tell us, with the egg-shell still on

their heads.

I was still studying upon this ancient

caricature—of which, indeed, I had heard,

and which I had sought after in vain—
when my friend came to show me through

the factory. **We are filling an order for

assorted ministers, this week," said he, **and,

except a few specimens in the show-room,

you can see hardly anything else to-day. But

the difference is entirely in externals."
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We entered first one or two workshops,

of no very particular kind, with Hnes of

shafting overhead, lathes and drills whizzing

below, the belts sliding and slapping, and

busy workmen operating upon combinations

of wood, metal, hard and soft rubber, and

gutta-percha, which might, perhaps, be gen-

erally described as seeming to be the pro-

geny of the marriage of a mouth organ

with a wooden clock.

"There," observed Budlong, as he paused

before a concatenation of delicate springs,

wheels, pipes, and valves, '' this is the prin-

cipal portion—what we call the main ac-

tion—of the works of a patent minister.

This is the vocalizing part, and must go into

all of them, of course. There is also always

the bellows, the transfer-press (which I de-

scribed to you) for carrying the prepared

printed matter, and the power, or main-

spring, which runs the whole. The rest of

the works are detached actions for several
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purposes, all driven by the same power,

but which need not be put into the machine

unless required, and which can be thrown

in or out of gear as desired. There are

the gesture movement, which operates the

arms and hands, legs, neck, and spine
;

the expression movement which runs the

face; and the stops. About these stops I

will show you when we come to a machine

set up."

It is not . needful for me to detail the

arrangement of the workshops, nor the nu-

merous neat devices, and the general compact

arrangement of the machinery. The junior

partner, indeed, who would have been the

best man to do this, was, as I have shown,

absent in Washington on a business-trip.

Suffice it to say, that the factory includes

the following departments:—
I. The machine-shop, where the "actions"

are prepared for connection with the remain-

der of the figure.
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2. The body-shop, where the gutta-percha

faces and hands, and the remaining corpo-

real structures, are made, and the whole

creature set up, so far as its working-parts

are concerned. This might poetically be

figured as a paradise, or garden of Eden,

from which these Adams were to be turned

out naked.

3. The tailor's shop, where the garments

are made and put on.

4. The proving-room. The tests here

made are extremely thorough ; for it will

readily be imagined that any defect in the

machinery or its working might cause most

ludicrous and mortifying scenes. The ex-

plosion or collapse of a patent minister in

the middle of his sermon, for instance, though

not so terrible as the sudden deaths w^hich

have sometimes so happened, would be only

less undesirable and lamentable than such

an interruption.

The machine-shop, as already described,
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was much like any other machine-shop. In

the second, or body-shop, there was, how-

ever, more that was pecuHar and - amusing.

I inspected with great interest a long row

of gutta-percha heads on shelves—some

bald ; some adorned with elegant heads of

hair in various states of curl ; some old, and

some young; some with beard and mus-

tache, others shaved clean. A messenger

came just as we were looking at these, to

call Budlong to the office to deal with some

important customer. I went on inspecting

the rows of heads, until I had examined

them all ; and then, looking aimlessly about,

as one does who is at a loss for occupa-

tion, I saw a door having the mysterious

legend, " Positively No Admission for any

Purpose Whatever." Now, I need not ex-

plain to the Yankee mind, that this legend

always signifies, " Here is just the most in-

teresting thing of all!" I tried the door at

once. Why should I not? for Budlong had
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said I was to see every part of the factory.

Still it is possible— observe, I say possi-

ble— that, if my mind had in the least

misgiven me, I should not have opened the

door. And, moreover, what business had

they to leave it unlocked if it was so very

sacred and secret? And how do I know

now, but that the inscription had been put

there by previous occupants? Nor, lastly,

am I at all certain that it was not my

duty to go in, as it certainly is my duty

to inform the public of what I discovered

in consequence. Right or wrong, however

—

and I had infinitely more justification for

entering than had the wife of the late Mr.

Bluebeard into the historic closet— right or

wrong, in I went; and I was, I fancy,

quite as much astounded by what I saw

as was that amiable young woman. The

first thought that flashed across my mind, as

I glanced upon this additional row of heads,

was indeed horrid : *' Have murderers en-
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ticed all the great public speakers of the day

into this bloody den, and decapitated them ?^

—

the Rev. Dr. , the Rev. Mr. , the Hon.

Mr. ?" Face after face, as familiar as

those of the first Napoleon or Gen. Wash-

ington, I saw silent and moveless upon the

shelves. A painful spasm of indistinct but

intense apprehension for a moment made

my very heart stand still. So powerful was

the impression, moreover, that I could not

escape entirely from it; and, after hastily

verifying my observations, I gladly retreated

out of the uncanny place, and, shutting the

door, returned to the contemplation of the

insignificant, generalized types of humanity

outside ; though I could not help pondering

upon what might be the possible signifi-

cance of that executioner's museum so choice-

ly hidden away there. However, my guide

very soon came back ; and, as I turned

round, upon his opening the door, I thought

he glanced with an uneasy air towards the
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closet of horrors ; and I therefore gave up,

by one of those intuitive apprehensions of

the disagreeable, which sometimes flash across

us, my previous purpose of asking what it

meant. A vulgar person, now, would have

been only the more resolute to inquire.

What a fine thing it is to be polite

!

Mr. Budlong began at once— I fancied

with something of forced volubility and

interest, as of one who would fain direct

wholly the course of talk— to discuss the

heads before us. He took down one of

them, and holding it in both hands, with

the face towards me, caused the dead visage

to writhe and gibber in so fearful a man-

ner, that I started as if a corpse were

grinning and winking at me. '' You see,"

said he, " that we are enabled to furnish a

large range of expressions." And he squeez-

ed the face again, and produced half a

dozen exceedingly nauseous simpers and

smiles. Then he laid the thing on the
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table, and inflicted a ferocious blow upon

its nose ; insomuch that his hand drove in

the face completely. "But," I remonstrated,

"aside from the danger of injuring the

article, is there no risk of injuring the

moral sense of your operatives by allowing

them to witness such treatment of a clergy-

man?"
' " Oh, no

!

" replied he. " The material

will take no injury, even from much severer

blows than that; and people that make

wooden images are not, in this country,

likely to have much respect for them, at

any rate. Our workmen are well used to

their trade : they think neither the better

nor the worse of a minister because they

have played football with his head, and

manufactured his bowels and his brains for

him. It's all a matter of business with

them."

A naked minister, near several others,

stood ready for transfer to the tailor's shop.
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The head and hands were finished and

colored skilfully, like nature, and suggested

the ghastly idea that they had been cut

off from a live man, or a dead one, and

stuck up there for models. The rest of

the creature was a mass of machinery,

bearing enough resemblance to the human

figure to admit of being draped into a

sufficient resemblance to it.

*' John," said my friend to a workman

who was passing through the room at the

moment, *' is that improved double-action

minister wound up?"

'* Yes, sir," replied the man :
'' but he

isn't oiled ; and the power hasn't been regu-

lated."

** Never mind," answered Budlong, turn-

ing to me: ''he'll click and rattle, and

grin and squirm a little; but you can get

an idea of the operation of the works."

So saying, he threw the machinery into

gear with a key.
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With a suddenness that caused me to

spring backwards, and thereby to occasion

a very unnecessarily hearty chuckle on the

part of Mr. Budlong and of the workman,

who had stopped to see, the machine threw

both its hands to arm's-length before it, as

if to catch me, and held them stiffly out;

raised its eyebrows ; stared hideously with

its eyes ; opened its mouth long and wide,

grinning, and showing two great rows of

white teeth, like a vicious horse ; and shout-

ed out in a high, harsh, ringing tone, a

steady and sustained vowel-sound of ''A

—

a— a—a— a—ah !"

This vocable it pronounced as in the

exclamation, *'Ah!" A bellows in the ab-

domen of the creature wheezed and blew

busily. All his senseless entrails sprang

into miscellaneous activity ; and with much

rattling, squeaking, and whizzing, and an

occasional gesture and grimace, the sub-

stantial portion of the ministerial functions
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was directly under my notice, in actual ope-

ration.

Having waited a few moments, my guide

turned off the wind; and the shriek of the

spectre ceased. He still, however, held out

his hands, gibbered, stared and grinned
;

occasionally rose as if on tiptoe, and came

down on his heels with a hard jerk; shook

his head violently, or seemed to squint for

a moment at the end of his nose. All at

once something choked or hitched in his

viscera: the eyes turned clear round as if

in a fit, and stuck fast; and with a snap

and a click the minister stood still.

*' No matter," remarked Budlong. '' They

operate rather singularly sometimes, before

the power is regulated, and the oiling com-

pleted; but it's all right." So he led the

way to the tailors shop.

This was merely a shop where all the

well-known varieties of current costume were

manufactured; and no particular account of
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it Is necessary. The ministers now being

turned out were clothed to order, either in

dress-suits, or in surpHces, or other pulpit

overcloths of white or black. Some were

trimmed in a truly superb style, even to a

real gold chain and diamond ring, and did

very great credit to the enterprise and deco-

rative talent of the concern.

We remained only a little while in the

tailoring department, and passed on to the

proving-room. Upon opening the thick and

well-secured double door of this room, the

scene within, and the sudden and terrific

hubbub of voices that burst out, again start-

led me. I was reminded of those old ma-

gic halls wherein heroes of romance find

enchanted armed statues shouting and strik-

ing furiously about to guard the entrance,

or exclude the curious from the secrets of

their prison.

Upon entering the room, I beheld

nearly two dozen of finished (or, as one
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might figuratively say, ordained) ministers,

in complete clerical costumes of various

kinds, and In full blast, delivering each

his sermon in heterogeneous and chaotic

confusion of matter and manner altogether

indescribable. The scene was wholly with-

out parallel either in my experience or my
conception, unless in the study-rooms of

the great conservatorio or music-school at

Naples, where, as I have read, a hall

full of students practice each his own

instrument, without regard to time or tune

of the rest; or in the bedlamltish vocifera-

tions of a crew of maniacs confined in one

place.

I gazed at this extraordinary exhibition

in utter extremity of astonishment. Not

only was the human quality of the voices,

and the thoroughly natural articulation, per-

fectly astounding, but the forms and atti-

tudes of the speakers—such was the artistic

skill of the manufacturers, were also entirely
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and unaffectedly human ; some, as In life,

being easy and graceful, in one or two in-

stances almost to statuesque beauty; while

others were grotesquely stiff, angular, and

awkward. The eyes, moreover, and the mo-

tions of the whole countenance and head,

as well as those of the hands, arms, and

figure, were governed by a similar adapta-

tion.

Close to me stood a large and pompous

man, declaiming in a full and even tone

a discourse in which I thought I recognized

a sentence ; and indeed, upon listening more

closely, I discovered that it was one of

Bishop South's best sermons. At the far-

ther end of the apartment, a tall, gaunt

spectre with large frame, harsh features,

and rather coarse garments, was swinging

his fists, and vociferating an exhortation which

seemed suitable for a camp-meeting. Near

him stood the apparition of a smug, fat

young divine, of comfortable appearance and
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oleaginous smile, enunciating, in silvery voice,

and the style of Praed's

" Gentle Johnian,

Whose hand is white, whose tone is clear,

Whose rhetoric is Ciceronian,"

a series of well-balanced and correctly word-

ed sentences. Another, I should have said,

in secular rather than clerical costume—

a

dry-visaged, dogmatic-looking creature—was

reciting in a lifeless way a string of phrases,

which I could not define, until I caught

the words, ''egoism," ''altruism," "altruistic,"

"egoistic," all in one single sentence. He

was a Positivist, of course.

The remainder of this assembly were,

each in his own proper style, performing

the duties of their office, with an honest

zeal, and, even in some cases, an impas-

sioned ardor, which could not be sufficiently

commended. After listening and looking

for a considerable time, I signified that I was
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satiated with the whirlwind of ministerial

eloquence. Hereupon we left the exerci-

tants in charge of certain workmen who were

superintending the proving process, and

passed on to the exhibiting room.

This was a large and convenient hall,

somewhat obscurely lighted, and fitted up

with small desks, or pulpits, for the better

display of the wares on sale. We entered

the room at one end ; and, the windows

being darkened with heavy curtains, the

various clerical forms, standing calmly and

silently In two rows along the sides of the

long room, each in his place of authority,

recalled to my remembrance that tremendous

and impressive representation in the Hebrew

prophecy, of the long and stern array of

departed kings sitting still in the depths of

Hades, ready to welcome the great Baby-

lonish tyrant to his throne at their head.

I also recollected— by some uncomfort-

able and fantastic association of Ideas,
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and to my mortification at the absurd

and unseasonable suggestion— Jarley's Wax-

Work.

My . guide hastened to admit more light

into the room, so that the deep gloom was

lifted away, and the various aspects of the

patent ministers became distinguishable; al-

though the room was yet, with shrewd,

business-like, tact, left dim enough materially

to enhance their very remarkably life-like

appearance. He then proceeded to exhibit

for my benefit the operation of various sin-

gle styles of execution, and the working of

those adjunct mechanisms which he had

mentioned in the machine-shop. For this

purpose he selected an automaton which he

called a *' first-rate article of the grand im-

proved combined-action patent minister," and

^ which he characterized as superbly finished;

and, indeed, as a very favorable specimen

of the manufacture. Unceremoniously fum-

bling about various portions of the minis-
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terlal uniform, he seemed to adjust springs

or machinery in sundry places, wound up

the mainspring with a crank, and, turning

to me, observed

—

"There! the machine is wound up and

ready to go : I have, however, disconnected

all the actions except the bellows and es-

cape-pipe. You will therefore observe, that,

upon being put in motion, he will only

blow."

Such was accordingly the result. The

accurate workmanship and careful adjust-

ment of the machinery rendered its opera-

tion as entirely noiseless as the normal

functions of the human body ; and a sort

of whew or puff was the only evidence

that the minister was at work.

Budlong then proceeded to gear on the

vocalizing apparatus ; whereupon the squall

or shrieking monotone of ''Ah!" which I

mentioned before, again came from the lips

of the automaton. He next put into opera-
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tion the gesture and expression attachment,

which caused also, as before, the stretching

out of the arms, the contortions of the

visage, &c.

''His sermon 's in him, I presume," said

Budlong, inspecting a recess in the figure.

** Yes ; about half delivered. He'll begin

somewhere in the middle; for we don't

wind them up until they are entirely run

down, to avoid uneven wear of the works."

Then he touched another spring ; and

the automaton preacher, ceasing to ''blaat

out"— if we may use an expressive rustic

verb—his ''Ah!" slid from it into the midst

of a passage in the first part of Bishop

Jeremy Taylor's " Discourse of Lukewarm-

ness and Zeal," somewhat on this wise:

*'A— a— a-— a— and to make it possible

for us"—and here the image subsided into

a graceful, impressive, and powerful delivery

of the strong old-fashioned English senten-

ces— ''to come to that spiritual state where
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all felicity does dwell. The religion that

Christ taught is a spiritual religion : it de-

signs (so far as the state will permit) to

make us spiritual ; that is, so as the Spirit

be the prevailing ingredient. God must now

be worshipped in spirit ; and not only so,

but with a fervent spirit."

And so the minister went on with the

solid and sonorous rhetoric of the powerful

old bishop.

"That," said Budlong, *'is the principal

stop, or even tone. I will now set the

damnatory, or threatening stop"

—

'* Stay a moment," I interrupted. *' It

would be a pity to have such noble thoughts

as Bishop Taylor's inappropriately delivered.

Couldn't you illustrate the other stops by in-

serting other matter ?

"

'* Oh, yes!" he replied. ''Here is a

list of our prepared printed compositions,

arranged with directions for the stops.

Just select at your pleasure, and we'll in-
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sert them accordingly. We generally use

the principal for exhibition."

I took the little catalogue, and selected

from under the head of *' Triumphant" the

Ninety-fifth Psalm, in the Vulgate Latin,

'' Venite exultemus Domino^

This having been taken from a closet,

inserted in the combined-action minister,

and delivered by him in an overpowering

strain of congratulatory eloquence, my friend

proceeded, at my request, to cause the

enunciation by the figure of the Athanasian

Creed, with all the curses complete, (I

looked for that of Ernulphus, but it was

not on the list), as an exemplification of

the damnatory or threatening stop. After

that he gave me Wesley's '' Sinners, turn

;

why will ye die?" on the hortatory, or

didactic stop; and other pieces in the three

other sermon styles— the hifalutin or camp-

meeting, the intoning or liturgic, and the

sweet-cream or dearly-beloved.
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Having thus seen all that was to be seen

in the factory, we completed our circuit by

returning to the office, where I had a long*

and interesting conversation with Budlong,

of which I may reproduce some of the

chief points, without pretending to verbal

accuracy.

The first of these points, if I may say

so, was an interruption. I had hardly sat

down, when I jumped up again ; not because

I sat on a cat or a pin, but because a

great awful voice cried, ''Twelve o'clock!"

Th*e tone was really awful. It was musi-

cal, but vast, booming, and deep ; and the

sound throbbed in my ears like the note of

a heavy bell close at hand ; and its rever-

berations filled all the air ; so that it came,

seemingly, from everywhere— not from any

place.

Budlong laughed until he cried. *' I

forgot to tell you," he said when he could

speak, ''we have Friar Bacon's brazen head,
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discovered at Oxford, and imported ex-

pressly for us at great expense. We use

it instead of a bell or a whistle, just

as the American Organ Factory in Boston

plays a common chord for the same pur-

pose."

I recovered myself as well as I could,

and told him, that, after all, he had only

revived an old device in his mechanical de-

votions ; that his clock-work sermonizing

bore much analogy to the Buddhist pray-

ing-mills, that are turned by water-wheels

or by wind.

Budlong laughed again. "I confess,"

he said, *' this much. I am a member of

the First Radical Club; and you know

they run a Buddhist prayer-mill in the

back-room all the time, by a little hydraulic

ram supplied from the Cochituate pipes.

Not one of them will admit that they be-

lieve there's any thing in it; but still, you

know, it can do no harm to be right on
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the record. You remember the old story

of the EngHshman In Rome, who took off

his hat and made a low bow to Jupiter,

and requested the civility should be re-

membered in case the Olympian dynasty

should ever be re-established? I am not

sure but our modern wise men of the

western east may have given me the

idea, really. But I have made It practi-

cal."

" In a certain sense," I admitted. ** But

have you made it pay ? What is the

present state of the enterprise financially ?

"

** Eminently satisfactory. We are just

now, for instance, filling an order for min-

isters. But the next is for lecturers"

—

*' Lecturers !" I interrupted, as that grim

row of portrait heads In the Bluebeard

chamber flashed across my mind In a new

light— ''then those likenesses"— I stop-

ped; but I had let it out. Budlong turn-

ed quite red, and looked, I may say,
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almost sheepish ; but finally he made the

best of it by saying good-naturedly—
'' Ah, peeping Tom !"

"I confess," I said; "but I couldn't

possibly have Imagined the door forbidden."

*'And it is our own fault too," rejoined

he. " We ought to have locked it, and

hidden the key. So I'll confess too. The

fact is, that we are running a pretty im-

portant part of the lecturing business at

present. Don't you remember that odd

little newspaper controversy a few weeks

ago, in consequence of * The Leavenworth

Champion ' and ' The Bangor Courier ' each

saying that a certain eminent speaker lec-

tured at its respective city on one and the

same evening?"

I did.

''Well, we had a terrible time to quiet

it down. You see, the first-class speakers

receive ten times as many invitations as

they can accept. Now, we furnish a fac-
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Simile, who exactly duplicates the eminent

gentleman; and we have half the money.

Between you and me, we have had as

many as five of one or two men speaking

in different parts of the United States at

the same time. Very likely it won't last;

but we're coining money out of it now !

"

*'And the celebrated foreign gentlemen?"

I asked.

*' Pshaw!" said Budlong. "They're all

safe at home, minding their own business.

Nobody knows them : so that it's a great

deal easier to put their doubles on the

stage than the domestic article."

I parodied Campbell

—

"Both Pepper and his Ghost a shade!"

and then I added; "but really you'll do

away with all public speaking, seems to

me?"
** None of my lookout if we do," was

6
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his cynical answer. "Not with real speak-

ing, though. Reading a manuscript is'nt

speaking. We have done away with some

of that. What do you suppose it is, ex-

cept our invention, that has caused the

decrease that the rehgious papers are always

complaining of, in the number of graduates

from the theological seminaries ?

"

"But, my dear fellow," I remonstrated,

"what the dickens— What is the effect

of all this, pray tell me, on the stated re-

ligious observances of the country ? You

surely do not think it right to impede them,

or to push them out of use ?

"

"No. But what I do think is this, that

real religion will harmonize just as readily

and perfectly with improvements in art as

with advances in science. The question isn't

what the new invention or scientific truth

will bring to pass : that will take care of

itself The only question is, whether it is

a truth, whether it is a discovery."
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" I can't bring myself to give up ser-

mons."

"Give up? You're going to have 'em >.

cheaper than ever. Why, the interest on

one of our first-class ministers isn't one-

tenth of a decent salary ; and I'll guarantee

him to outlive a crow. He'll save his own

first cost full up in from five to ten years;

and with care he won't cost five dollars a

year for repairs. Then, look at the economy

of the whole plan. Here are your human

ministers that must have a salary, and a

family and houseroom, and grow old or

sick or heretical or tiresome ; or they quar-

rel with the parish ; or the parish quarrels

with them. But the patent minister is ex-

empt from all the weaknesses of humanity.

He requires neither wife, child, nor friend;

neither house, land, nor salary; bed nor board,

rest, exchange, nor vacation— nothing in the

world except a cool cupboard and a very

little sweet oil. He is conveniently stored
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in a closet in the vestry, or covered with a

dust-cloth in the pulpit; or he can stand on

a trap, and go up and down by a bell-wire

arrangement running under the floor, that

the senior deacon can pull where he sits in

his pew. If you choose to have him wound

up once in six hours, he will maintain a

perpetual discourse day and night, like the

perpetual chant in the chapel of Mr. Ferrar s

famous religious establishment at Little Gid-

ding in Huntingdonshire. He cannot quar-

rel ; he says only what he is inspired (literally)

to say ; and the congregation can have what-

ever approved discourse they like, instead

of taking their chances of getting one they

do not. There are at least thirty thousand

ministers of the gospel in the United States

:

at four hundred dollars a year, they are

paid twelve million dollars. What would

this annual sum not accomplish— I do not

say in secular enterprises, but for benev-

olent undertakings, the missionary work,
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home charities, education, reformatory insti-

tutions ?

"

*' Do you find that your customers pay

a higher average for such purposes than

other people ? " I asked.

'* I have not the least doubt that it will

prove to be so whenever you will get to-

gether the statistics," answered Budlong with

great assurance.

'* I can't help it : I couldn't bear to lose

my dear old pastor"

—

" Look here ! " broke in Budlong, with

some heat. '' Hold on ! I haven't time for

details to-day. I'll talk it out with you

next time. But bear this one thine in

mind— the Sermonate is not the Pastorate

;

and Budlong and Faber haven't offered yet

to sell you a pastor ; have they ?

"

I declare I had never thought of it

before— I was brought up under the stated

preaching of the gospel as practised in New
England— but it isn't: they hadn't. I
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perceived how wide an inquiry this distinc-

tion opened up ; and so, dropping the ethical

aspects of the business, I took my friend's

hint, and came back to facts.

" No, you haven't. And the only thing

that I need detain you for any longer, is

to get a few more points about the extent

and prospects of the business, such as will

look well in my article."

''Certainly. Well— of course I can*t

go into details of dividends ; but nobody

wants to sell any of our stock. I defy you

to find one single share in the market.

That's proof of prosperity, I think. It is

thought so in the case of the Chemical

Bank, at any rate.

''In the first place, as to prospects

:

Besides ministers for the home market, we

sent an aeent over to the other side last

summer, who writes us that he is coming

home with a large contract and full speci-

fications from the Humble Nicephorus, as
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he calls himself, the patriarch of Moscow,

for two hundred and fifty Greek papas

;

and a small one, to be followed by others

if we give satisfaction, from the Sheik-ul-

Islam at Constantinople, for four dozen howl-

ing dervishes. The Greek priests will be

a great improvement in the country parishes,

for they can't get drunk ; and I've already

gotten up a working model dervish, with

pith upper works and lead heels, that will

whirl three hundred times a minute for

four hours consecutively, and howl like a

northeaster the whole time. The agent

just called in at Rome ; but the Roman

service is so complicated, there's so much

travel in it, and they care so little, in

comparison, about sermons, anyhow, that

we can't do any thing with them."

'* So much for the ministerial depart-

ment. You have the necessary facts about

the lecturers. The other items that will be

found most interesting are, I think, a few
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of the details that we have thought of for

improving our mechanisms, and a few ideas

about the further application of our princi-

ple.

'' Now, for instance, our big brazen

head— of course, you understand that we

only made a large one In imitation of Fri-

ar Bacon's— suggested to me, the other

day, that we could supply an economical

article of army chaplains. We are in cor-

respondence with Gen. Sherman about it

now. He's a man of genius; and I

shouldn't wonder If he would allow an ex-

periment at our expense. I have calculated

that a chaplain not more than eleven feet

seven and one-half Inches high, could be

built and voiced so as to preach to two

hundred and fifty thousand men at once.

' I should call these the Boanerges style, or

Sons of Thunder.

'' But I fancy a far more successful

thing will be made out of our patent poli-
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ticlans ; that Is, if we can ever get them

into use. But, if once the community Is

well accustomed to our ministers and lec-

turers, they can hardly help seeing the

enormous economy to be made by the use

of our politicians. Consider the saving of

money, in a single year, by substituting

for the present style of state and national

politicians an equal number of individuals

who can not drink whiskey, who can not

charge a price for influence nor for mak-

ing speeches, who are legally incapable

of becoming president, who can not hold any

credit mobilier stock ; in short, who are, by

the very law of their being, unable to do

any thing except their duty. Take one sin-

gle item of this saving: every session of

Congress costs the country something like

two million dollars, I believe it is. Now,

if the speeches were deducted, about seven-*

ninths of this would be saved, as near as I

can calculate; and a few able business-men
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could do the real work of the session In the

other two-ninths. Now, there are three

hundred and seventeen members of Congress,

all told. Suppose each makes only ten

speeches per session—a ludicrously low es-

timate—and you have three thousand one

hundred and seventy in all, which cannot

at present in any event be made at a

faster rate than two at a time— one In the

Senate, and one in the House. What I

propose is to fit up a proper room In the

Capitol, like our proving-room, well deafened

throughout, and to have a proper number

of the patent members of Congress a-going

there day and night, until all the speeches

of the session are delivered. Suppose there

are twenty-five of them, which I will con-

tract to furnish at a most liberal discount

from our retail prices, and we will allow

three hours per speech ; that is, eight speech-

es each, per day of twenty-four hours : then

you have in all two hundred speeches per
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day, or the whole session's supply of three

thousand one hundred and seventy worked

off in less than sixteen business-days, and

not a living soul obliged to hear them, either,

except my two workmen, who take it

watch and watch, to oil the honorable

gentlemen, and wind them up, and stick

their speeches into them.

" For the campaign speakers, I should

add an extra strong pump-handle action in

the right arm, and a smile movement in

the face."

I couldn't help a suggestion of my own

here: ''A smile movement! You said

they wouldn't drink."

"No slang, please," said Budlong, rather

miffed for the moment.

"Beg pardon. But here's another idea

really. Why couldn't you let them drink?

It's very popular in some sections. You

could have a tin stomach on purpose with

a faucet ; and they could drink the same

whiskey over, year in and year out."
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"No," said Budlong firmly. " No immoral

practice shall be countenanced by this con-

cern, nor any thing introduced that could

offend the most fastidious. Now, don't in-

terrupt me with any more of your nonsense,

but just listen to my other improvements.

" For travelers or residents abroad, we

have designed what might be called a pri-

vate chaplain, or you might almost call it a

bottle angel, in contrast to the bottle imp

of the German story."

'' Speaking of traveling," I observed,

''have you thought of any thing In the

missionary line? It would take the jungle

fever a long time to destroy a patent mis-

sionary."

"And a very hearty cannibal to eat

him," replied Budlong. "No, we negotiated

with the Borrioboola Gha concern; but they

couldn't give references. The American Board

won't touch us. Fact is, preaching Isn't of

so much account for missionary purposes at
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present, as doing good ; and we can't get

up a machine that will do good of itself.

That would be a moral perpetual motion—
a more incredible absurdity than the me-

chanical one that I cured Smith of To
be sure, I did correspond a little with some

of the great physiologists about that very

idea, out of curiosity. Beale wrote me
that it was no harder than to build a

human being in a shop. Rather satirical,

hey ? Huxley seemed to imply that Beale s

notions were those of an ass, and that the

idea was one not to be despaired of But

I guess we shall leave the missionaries

along with the pastors. Souls are not in our

line."

Having now noted all that seemed nec-

essary for the purposes of this paper, I

thanked my friend Budlong, and after wish-

ing well to his " priestcraft," as I took the

liberty of calling it, from its chief depart-

ment, I took my leave.
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I have lost my Interest In public speak-

ing. Would anybody like to buy very cheap

a ticket to the next course of the famous

lectures on the History of Ireland ?

I am going to write to Budlong with

details of the economy to be secured by

substituting a small number of patent men

for the present standing armies of Europe,

and for our own troops, except those in

garrison in the Ku Klux districts, and those

employed against the Indians. I think the

influence of the various societies for prevent-

ing cruelty to animals might be secured in

favor of substitutinof clothes-horses for the

present style of cavalry horses ; as to the

soldiers themselves, I doubt It : I have not

observed that these benevolent gentlemen

paid much attention to the convenience of

human beings. For my part, I think It Is

almost as well worth while to save pain

to men by putting a mechanical substitute

in their place, as to fling up a tin pigeon,
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that won't make a good pie after he's dead,

into the air to be shot at.

Postscript.— I have just cut from a

newspaper the following paragraph, which

shows once more how impossible it is for

humanity to reach perfection, and how well

founded, though unsuccessful, was my friend

Budlong's solicitous watchfulness over his

machinery :
—

Sad Accident.— The very valuable and

costly patent minister, officiating at the First

Presbyterian Church in this town, suddenly

exploded yesterday afternoon, in consequence

of a defect in the windpipe, in the midst

of the' sermon, with a terrific howl. Por-

tions of the sermon were driven into the

heads of several of the audience, passing,

by a singular accident, in one or two cases,

In at one ear, and out at the other. Per-

manent mental derangement Is apprehended

in the cases of two or three prominent
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members of the church, from passages of

the sermon supposed remaining In the brain.

This sad catastrophe has cast a deep gloom

over our usually cheerful village.



CHILDHOOD: A STUDY.

THERE is a rushing southwest wind.

It murmurs overhead among the wil-

lows, and the little river-waves lap and

wash upon the point below; but not a

breath lifts my hair, down here among the

tree-trunks, close to the water. Clear water

ripples at my feet; and a mile and more

away, across the great bay of the wide river,

the old, compact, brick-red city lies silent

in the sunshine. Silent, I say : truly to me,

here, it is motionless and silent. But if I

should walk up into State Street and say so,

my truth, like many others, when uprooted

7 [97]
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from amonof their circumstances, would turn

into a disagreeable lie. Sharp points rise

above the irregular profile of the line of roofs.

Some are church spires, and some are

masts— mixed at the rate of about one

church and a half to a schooner. I smell

the clear, earthy smell of the pure, gray-

sand, and the fresh, cool smell of the pure

water. Tiny bird-tracks lie along the edge

of the water, perhaps to delight the soul

of some millennial ichnologist. A faint,

aromatic perfume rises from the stems of

the willow-bushes, abraded by the ice of the

winter floods. I should not perceive it, were

they not tangled and matted all around so

close to my head.

Just this side of the city is the monstrous

arms factory ; and over the level line of its

great dike, the chimneys of the attendant

village of boarding houses peep up like ir-

regular teeth. A sail-boat glides up the riv-

er. A silent, brown sparrow runs along the
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Stems of the willow thicket, and delicate,

slender flies now and then alight on me.

They will die to-night. It is too early in

the spring for them.

The air is warm and soft. Now, and

here, I can write. Utter solitude, warmth,

a landscape, and a comfortable seat are the

requisites. The first and the last are the

chiefest ; if but one of the four could be

had, I think that (as a writer) I should

take the seat. That which, of all my writ-

ing, I wrote with the fullest and keenest

sense of creative pleasure, I did while coil-

ed up, one summer day, among the dry

branches of a fallen tree, at the tip of a

long, promontory-like stretch of meadow, on

the quiet, lonely, level Glastenbury shore,

over against the Connecticut State Prison at

Wethersfield.

Well, here on the river-shore, I begin ;
^

but I shall not tell when I stop. Doubt-

less there will be a jog in the compo-
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sition. The blue sky and clear water will

fade out of my words all at once, and a

carpet and hot-air furnace, perhaps, will

appear.

Nothing.

Then, a life. And so I entered this

world : a being, sliding obscurely in among

human beings. But whence, or whither ?

Those questions belong among the gigantic,

terrible ones, insoluble, silent— the unan-

swering primeval sphinxes of the mind. We
can sit and stare at such questions, and

wonder ; but staring and wondering are not

thought. They are close to Idiocy : both

states drop the lower jaw and open the

mouth ; and assuming the idiotic physique

tends, if there be any sympathetic and im-

itative power, to bring on the idiotic state.

If we stare and wonder too long at such

questions, we may make ourselves idiots

—

never philosophers.

I do not recollect the Innocent and sunny
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hours of childhood.* As to innocence, the

remark of a certain ancient and reverend

man, though sour, was critically accurate—
that *'it is the weakness of infants' limbs,

and not their minds, which are innocent."

It is most true. Many an impotent infan-

tine screech or slap or scratch embodies an

abandonment and ecstasy of utter uncon-

trolled fury scarcely expressible by the

grown-up man, though he should work the

bloodiest murder to express it. And what

adult manifestation, except in the violent

ward of an insane retreat, or perhaps among

savages— the infants of the world— equals

* The paragraphs here following were written in

the summer of 1862, and had been meditated or

memorandumed long before. Thus they were not de-

rived from the similar disquisitions of Gail Hamilton

in the Atlantic for January, 1863. There is no dan-

ger that anybody will suspect that spiriticelle lady of

extracting her sunbeams out of my poor old cold cu-

cumbers.
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in exquisite concentration and rapture of

fury, that child's trick of flinging himself

flat down, and with kicked and poundings

and howls, banging his head upon the

ground ? Without fear or knowledge, his

whole being centres in the one faculty of

anger ; he hurls the whole of himself slap

against the whole world, as readily as at

a kitten or a playmate. He would fain

scrabble down through the heart of the

earth and kill it, rend it to pieces, if he

could! If human wickedness can be expressed

in such a mad child, you have the whole

of it— perfectly ignorant, perfectly furious,

perfectly feeble, perfectly useless.

And as to the sunny hours, I believe those

delights are like the phantasmal glories of

elf-land. When the glamour is taken away,

the splendid feasts and draperies, and gold

and silver, and gallant knights and lovely

ladies, are seen to have been a squalid

misery of poor roots and scraps, tatters and
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pebbles and bark and dirt, misshapen dwarfs

and old hags. Or else, the deceitful vision

vanishes all away, and was only empty,

unconscious time. Or am I indeed unfor-

tunate, and inferior to other men in innate

qualities, in social faculty, in truthfulness of

remembrance ?

Let me see. Let me ''set it out," as

an attorney would say. Let me state and

judge those primeval, or preliminary, or

forming years of my life.

How many were they? More at the

North, than in the hot, hurrying South. As

a rule, the Northerner should be twenty-five

years old before assuming to be a man.

For my own part, I have always had an

unpleasant consciousness, which I am only

now escaping from, of non-precocity, anti-

precocity, in fact, postcocity. I have been

relatively immature. In important particulars

I have been, somehow, ten years behind

men— boys if you like— of my own age.
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The particulars I mean are those of inter-

course with other people.

The first ten years of my life seem to

me now to have been almost totally empty.

I can conjure up, not without some effort,

a scanty platoon of small, dim images from

school and Sunday-school and church and

home; but they are few and faint.

I remember a little dirty-faced rampant

girl at an infant school in Pine Street, who

was wont to scratch us with such fell and

witch-like malignity and persistence, that

the teacher was fain to sew up her small

fists in unbleached cotton bags— Miss Ro-

quil's school (I never found out that the

name was Rockwell until ten years after-

wards— so phonetic is nature !) in Parade

Street, where the huge, cunning Anakim of

the first class used to cajole me, poor little

man, always foolishly benevolent, into be-

stowing upon them all the gingerbread of

my lunch, which I gave, and found a dim,
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vague sense of incorrectness remaining in

my childish mind. They must have been

boys of fourteen or fifteen ; but I remember

them as of giant stature and vast age.

A grisly being haunted the neighborhood

through which I had afterwards to pass to

another school— a great, hulking, brutal

fellow, Tom Reddiford by name, from whom
I apprehended unimaginable tortures. I crept

back and forth in such dumb, nameless,

frights as frontier children may have felt,

who, in old times of Indian war, passed

through woods where the red hand of a

Wyandot might grasp them out of any bush.

I have not the least Idea why this wretch-

ed Reddiford used to hunt me so, as when

one doth hunt a partridge in the mountains,

unless out of pure beastly enjoyment of my
childish frights. He did, once or twice,

hustle me about, I believe, but never inflict-

ed actual bodily harm. I told my parents

;

but they helped me not at all. Either they
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thought I was not really scared, or that the

experience would do me good ; but it was

a mistake. My father should have searched

out this young bully and effectually quieted

him. Fright Is a most beneficial thing for

bullies, but a sadly harmful one for a little

boy. How fervently I vowed to ''lick" that

Tom Reddiford, if I ever grew half as big

as he ! Very likely he has died in a brawl

or a poor-house by this time. But his out-

rages burnt into my mind scars so deep that

they are part of its structure. I will pay

him off yet, if I meet him.

Another awful figure haunted the same

neighborhood— ''Old Britt," a street sot

—

an old, filthy, unshorn hog of a man, mov-

inor in a halo of rao^s and effluvium— whomo o

I used to meet lurching along the pavement,

or sometimes prone by the roadside in a

nauseous rummy sleep. Him I passed by

with a wide circuit of fear and disgust and

detestation.
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My local attachments must have been stunt-

ed, like the roots of plants often transplant-

ed. They twine close and strong about no

place. How could they, when in my native

city alone — not to mention the six other

towns where I have sojourned, four of whose

names begin with the syllable *' New"— I can

count twenty houses where I remember to have

lived? The Wandering Jew is a parable for

a tenant house -keeper that ''moves" every

spring; and I might be his son. Cursed be

moving ! What a long list of houses ! There

is the A— house, which I dimly recollect,

and where I think we had some beehives

;

the S— house, where we boarded, and I

fell down and broke a bone ; the L— house,

where also we boarded, and there were many

young girls. There I dreamed of an angel—
a person about eight feet long, flying along

past the second-story side-windows, in the

conventional horizontal attitude, so suggestive

of a ** crick in the neck, " with great, wide
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wings, tooting through a trumpet as long

as himself; and out of each temple, as I

distinctly remember, grew a thing like a

knitting-needle, with a cherry on the end.

There was also the CI— house, where was

a tree of horrible, nauseating red plums ; the

W— house, quaint and many-gabled ; the

C— house, where I had my last whipping.

Ah, that whipping !— those other whippings !

How resolutely did they- each make me vow

that the next ugly thing which I could safely

do should surely be done ! A whipping inflict-

ed upon a child old enough to remember it, is

almost certainly a horrible mistake. No one

knows how often it happens that a child's

sense of personal insult or degradation,

though incapable of expression, is every whit

as quick and deep as a man's.

Other houses I remember — in broad

streets, narrow streets — in close-built blocks,

in open outskirts— even a mile or two away

among the green fields — lived in, boarded
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in. I am cheated in heart by injurious su-

perfluity of houses. One home, remembered

alone, would stand embowered forever— if

not among ancestral trees and vines, then

in clustering memories far more lovely and

more cherished. But what dignity or beauty

or quiet or distinctness can attach to the

score of tenements that scurry helter-skelter

through my memory? It is little better than

the vision of the drunken men-at-arms in the

castle of the parodist:—

"Then straight there did appear, to each gallant

Gorbalier,

Forty castles dancing near, all around!"

An unblest memory

!

I believe I once stole a quantity of

rather moist brown sugar, and hid it— a

clumsy, sticky, brown-paper parcel— between

my bed and the sacking. A chambermaid

discovered the corpus delicti, and something
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was done— I forget what. But I wish I had

never done anything worse !

O dear ! I used to have to go to church

twice every Sunday, and to Sunday school

before forenoon service beside. I cannot

express the extreme dreariness to me, poor

little boy, of perching on those uncomfort-

able, old-fashioned, grown-up seats, too high

for my little legs, too wide for my short

thighs, so that I sat backless above and

dangling below. What had I to do with

those grown-up sermons ! Men's talk is bab-

ble to a child, as much as children's to a

man. The wind that blew past my ears

meant as much, and sounded better. Or

what were the prayers to me, or the sing-

ing? This perfunctory, formal early piety

of mine had much influence, long afterward,

by natural reaction. Nothing can better

shadow forth the weariness of those weekly

jornadas del mtterto than the fact that I

found now and then an oasis of delight in
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pious Stories for children, out of the Sab-

bath-school library. Thus we hear of starv-

ing men chewing upon an old boot, or

famished desert-travellers sucking rapturous-

ly at a hole full of mud. I remember once

being so absorbed in a story during sermon-

time, that, coming to a word of new and

queer physiognomy, and having forgotten all

circumstance, I repeated it, according to my
custom, quite aloud. " Cuddy," I said, in

the middle of the silence of a pause in the

sermon. Everybody stared quickly at me. I

might as well have uttered a round oath.

The awful shame that flushed me and crush-

ed me cannot be imagined. My parents

talked kindly, but seriously, to me for such

an irreverence
;
yet I suspect that by them-

selves they laughed. This book was a story

called " Erminia," with an East India voyage

in it. I don't know why the name should

stick so fast in my memory these thirty years.

My parents, alike inflexible in hygiene
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and morality, had reasons out of either realm

against those stomachic reinforcements to re-

ligion which can mollify so sweetly the child's

desert pathway through ''meeting." Neither

cooky, raisin, nor peppermint lozenge would

they dispense. It would violate two import-

ant rules— "Attend to the sermon," and "No
eating between meals";— the latter law, oth-

erwise of Medo-Persic stringency, having

only this severe and secular exception: ''My

son, if you are hungry, you can eat a piece

of good dry bread. You may have that."

So much the more lovely is the remem-

brance of that kind interceder, usually an

occupant of the same pew with ourselves,

who, regarding the minister the while with

unmoved countenance, was wont ever and

anon, with quiet hand, to insinuate within

my childish grasp the beatifying lozenge or

the snow-white and aromatic sassafras or

wintergreen "pipe." The sweet savor of

those frequent gifts, sweeter for their half-
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secret, half- forbidden conferring, will never

disappear out of my memory. That candy,

if I had the power, should be paid for with

rewards— not one whit more worth, if loving-

kindness in giving be any criterion— in a

place where, we are told, *' congregations

ne'er break up, and Sabbaths have no end ;"

and where, therefore, let us earnestly hope,

their delights are superior to those of their

earthly antitypes.

Behind us, all one year, there sat in

church a platoon of imps. They were chil-

dren of a red-eyed father, who must have

been a drinker ; they were curiously ugly

in countenance ; and they used at once to

prove and practice their petty demonism by

tormenting us who sat in the pew just be-

fore them. They slyly pulled our hair
;

poked us, and then, when we turned round,

made frightful, malignant faces close to ours
;

talked loud in sermon-time ; dropped crumbs

down the backs of our necks ; and whispered

8
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loudly in our scandalized ears that standing,

supreme reproach and insult of my child-

ish days—then confined to little boys, since

adopted by the great Democratic party— of

" Nigger! Nigger!"

We had not, perhaps, too many rules

at home. (There were sometimes too many

at school.) Some of them were well enough.

We might not have both butter and mo-

lasses, or butter and sugar, on the same

piece of bread. One luxury was enough.

Flavors too compound coax toward the Epi-

curean sty ; the most compound of all is

doubtless that of the feast which the pig eat-

eth. ''Shut the door"— a good rule. "No
reading before breakfast, nor by fire-light,

nor by lamp-light, nor between daylight and

dark"—an indispensable rule for such book-

devouring children as we were. But on the

question of rules it is to be observed, that

the thing to be desired is to train a child

to understand or feel a principle, and to
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apply It, not merely to remember and obey

a rule. The reason and the moral nature

should be enlisted in support of the law.

The theory of American mental and moral

education is— Minimum, of formal law and

brute force, maximum of intelligent self-con-

trol and kindly adaptation. Mere codes of

rules, whether at home or at school, set the

children at work, with all their sharp, un-

regenerate little wits, to pick flaws, draw

distinctions, and quibble on interpretations.

They become abominably shrewd in a de-

grading, casuistical strict-constructionism. In

spite of everything, the little, cunning, ir-

responsible, non-moral beings will be suc-

cessfully appealing to the letter of the law

against the spirit, and warping and dry-

ing up all their tenderness of conscience,

all their capability of broad and generous

applications of right and noble principle.

I dislike fat meat and fat people. I

used to like to be with the hired girls in
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the kitchen. I was entirely untouched by

the often-repeated expositions made to me

of the vulgarity of such habits, and of the

low esteem in which I should be held in con-

sequence. What is vulgarity to a child?

Spontaneity, unconscious existence, has no

vulgarities. Vulgarity comes of restraints

and distortions ; and a child's life is com-

monly for a time untouched by the girding

and compression of forms and conventional-

ities. Besides, to a child ol positive traits,

those persuasions are utterly forceless which,

instead of being addressed to the promin-

ent faculties, are directed to those compar-

atively deficient. It is no matter how well

such considerations are suited to the char-

acter of the persuader, to a conventional

human nature, to the a priori child. Thus,

in the matter of kitchen-haunting, the ap-

peal was made to my regard for the opin-

ions of others. As I was naturally disre-

gardful of the opinions of others, the appeal

did not affect me.
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Besides, we used to have hired girls

as superior to the Biddies of to-day as a pa-

triarch is to a laquais de place. Possibly

hereditary friendly relations with a few

individuals may have made us more fortu-

nate than some other families. From what-

ever cause, we enjoyed through most of my
childhood the ministrations of two or three

v/omen of American race, of intelligence,

character, and self-respect. It is scarcely

possible that the vulgarity which my par-

ents apprehended was any thing worse than

colloquial New England provincialism. It

is possible that they may have feared lest

in time the kitchen-door should introduce

me to that Devil's school for boys, the

city street.

These domestics were themselves compe-

tent housekeepers, and could have main-

tained good repute and creditable hospital-

ity, had they possessed the means, even

among the far-renowned ''old-fashioned H—
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housekeepers." My remembrances of them

are scanty. There were Lois and Hannah—
tall, thin, angular Yankee women

;
grave,

trustworthy, and efficient. There was Emily,

a dignified personage, portly and com-

posed, an excellent and faithful woman

and a good manager, unfailingly kind

to us little folks— a wondrously skillful

compounder of pies, cakes, and ginger-

breads. She was wont to wear a white

turban or similar head-dress of wreathed

draperies ; and often, with serious face, she

puzzled me, and silenced my childish inquir-

ies about the nature or purpose of ingre-

dient or process, by saying that it was

" Laro for meddlers." In those days I

speculated deeply as to whether there did

exist any such real substance as " Laro."

In this mystic and apparently underived

term, the ^ is broad, as in ''ah!" It may

be spelled *' Lahro," for what I know.

I do remember, in particular, a tidy,
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laborious, parsimonious, pragmatical little

Scotchwoman, Christiana. Once upon a

time, in the days of allopathic rule, my
mother compounded a mighty pitcher of

senna mixture. This— Its actual deglutition,

by some blessed chance, not becoming ne-

cessary—she set up, with a housekeepers

saving instinct, on the pantry shelf, instead

of pouring it into the gutter. So Chris-

tiana, thrifty soul, and still more saving,

could not endure the wasting of so much

virtue, and set herself stoutly to utilize the

decoction by consuming it to her own sole

use and behoof, which she accomplished by

way of relaxation, so to speak, in single

doses, at leisure times, within a few days.

Her own and her employer's respective

economies were fitly rewarded by an illness,

through which my mother had to take care

of her.

One morning, so early that it w^as not

quite light, I hung about the kitchen table.
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slyly securing little lumps of the cold

hasty-pudding which was being sliced in

order to be fried for breakfast. Having

snapped up a very nice one, as big as a

walnut, lo and behold ! when I chewed, it

was lard. There was direful retching and

hasty ejection. The disagreeable, cold, soft,

greasy rankness of the morsel is extreme

:

if you don't believe it, try it. I think

this affair may have been a cold-blooded

scheme of the hired-girl. But it was years

before I became so suspicious as to place

this sad construction upon the occurrence,

though I often remembered it.

Like all children, I was fond of candy,

sweetmeats, and spices. Yet not of all-

spice or nutmeg, nor of mace, which tastes

of soap. I have known of cases where

parents claimed that their children were not

fond of such things. Believe them not.

I like pie, but not pudding ; the rich, heavy

fruit-cake of weddings, good, honest ginger-
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bread, the brisk, crispy heat of the brittle

ginger-snap, but not "plain cake"—absurd

viand ! It is of the essence of cake not to

be plain. As well say, acid sweetness.

Nor did I like the hereditary election-cake

of my ancient State and city. Fat pork

I could not swallow ; nor onions nor cab-

bage— gross, indelicate vegetables! And

even now, as well present upon my table

that other diabolic cabbage of the New
England swamps— in old legend said to

have been conjured up out of the ground

by the Indian pow-wows, to beautify and

perfume the dank and gloomy resorts where

Satan was wont to drill them in their

hellish exercises— as its grandchild, the big

booby of the garden. For is it not de-

servedly, if disrespectfully, named a cabbage-

head? That is because it is the Vegetable

Booby.

Naturally, I did not like that concoction

so dear to the heart of good old-fashioned
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Connecticut folks, a biled-dish (accent on

biled). This, O vast majority of ignoramuses,

is corned beef and cabbage boiled together.

As for onions, if I could not escape them

in any other way, I would organize a party

on the Great Wethersfield Question, and

lead it, a Connecticut Cato, with the motto

*'Censeo Wethersfieldiam delendam esse."

Nor would I rest until that alliaceous metrop-

olis was fairly tipped over into Connecticut

River, and sent drowning down to Long

Island Sound.

There is yet another cell in the cavern of

memory— a gloomy and horrid one—the tor-

ture-chamber. It is the remembrance of sick-

ness and its attendant pharmaceutic devils.

O ye witch's oils, hell-broths red and

black, pills, and electuaries ! the unsuccessful

experiments— instrumentalities of death too

slow for the occasion, but masterly in their

kind— of the Pandemoniac host in those

Miltonian, infernal chemics which resulted in
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gunpowder and cannon - balls ! What agonies

from horrific stench and flavor, in close,

dreary rooms, under hot, unwelcome blankets,

do ye recall

!

It is not that I complain of all those

inexplicable diseases— opprobrict medicmce, so

pusillanimously submitted to by civilized

humanity and its physicians— chicken-pox,

measles, whooping-cough, mumps. I com-

plain, indeed, of no diseases, but of their

treatment. But let me not delay longer

than is needful amid such distressful recol-

lections. Three hateful decoctions were known

to me by the phonetics, Lixipro, Lixaslutis,

and Lixusmatic. I don't know what they

were, and I don't want to know. Devil's

elixirs were they all. Rhubarb and magne-

sia— endless imprecations rest upon that ob-

noxious red mixture ! And chiefest of them

all—Arimanes of the whole bad crew, though

Agag is the only really suitable royal name

I can think of— is that slow, greasy hor-
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ror, whose superhuman excess of unutterable

abomination no words can express, and even

inarticulate ejaculations made on purpose can-

not at all show forth—as urk ! huk ! agh-

—

chiefest among them all, castor-oil

!

I hurry away from the awful scene. Let

me be thankful that I swallowed but little

calomel. Let me be thankful that, after a

time, I could not swallow castor-oil. Spas-

modic regurgitations, as if one had attempt-

ed to load a gun having a live coal at

the far end, closed perforce that chapter of

torments. And soon thereafter arose the

benign genius of homoeopathy, with healing

in its neat little white-paper wings. Beau-

tiful Homoeopathy, the real Angel in the

House, if Mr. Coventry Patmore had only

known it ! Hast thou not long ago ap-

peared, veiled in an allegory, before an un-

recognizing world? Surely, what but hom-

oeopathic medicine was that wondrous talis-

man with which Adonbec El Hakim cured
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the Melech Ric? To be taken In a tum-

bler about two thirds full of water, as now;

but in those early times, and for such a

very large man, at one gulp, instead of by

hourly teaspoonfuls. Or perhaps the man-

uscripts may have been corrupted in that

passage by unscrupulous mediaeval physicians

of the school of Salerno, or other regular

institutions.

I suppose I must have played a good

deal ; but there are reasons why this may

not have been the case. The chief of them

is that whereas I have subsequently com-

monly attained a fair degree of excellence

in what I have learned, I did not in the

staple games of my childhood do so. In

marbles, spinning top and ball I was inferi-

or, indeed scarcely at home in the technics

of some of them. The games of marbles

which I see now-a-days seem to centre

upon the projection of the missile into a

hole in the ground. In my day we used
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to play upon the surface of the earth

;

sometimes " in the big ring," where each

combatant fired at the marbles grouped in

the centre, from any point upon the exter-

nal orbit; sometimes "in the little ring,"

where the shot was made from the place

where the projectile lodged last; some-

times "at chasings," where the players fired

alternately, each at the marble of his ad-

versary. Concerning this last game, I re-

member the following terms :
" ebs," which,

seasonably vociferated— that is, when it is

the speaker's turn to play, and before his ad-

versary can say anything—serves as an in-

cantation authorizing the speaker to deliver

his fire from any point other than that

where his marble lies, equally distant from

the objective point; "clearings," in like man-

ner, authorizing the preparation of a rea-

sonably unobstructed line of fire; and " fen

ebs," "fen clearings," and "fen everythings,

"

to be pronounced before the other player
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speaks, and which, by virtue of the prohi-

bitory syllable '' fen" (defendre, Fr.), prevent

respectively ebs, clearings, and everything—
that is to say, any elusion or amelioration

of the existing conditions of fire.

In games of ball, to confess the truth,

I was but feeble. Scarce, indeed, was I

of average skill in any of them except the

simplest two— ''bung-ends," and ''one old

cat." In the first of these, one boy throws

the ball against the side of a house, or

other perpendicular, unelastic plane, while

the other smites It with his club at the re-

bound. In the second, played as a trio,

boy A throws the ball at boy B, standing

opposite, whose duty Is to smite, while boy

C, behind B, catches B out In case of a

miss.

I was pretty good at "tag" and "catch,"

games of running and dodging. In these,

one boy Is called " It," i. e. leader or vic-

tim. He pursues the rest ; and the games
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are alike, except that in ''catch," he who

is to be made " it" must be caught and

held by him who is ''it," whereas in "tag"

a touch is sufficient to transfer the respon-

sibility, and inaugurate the new choragus.

There. Such quaint scraps are all that

is left me of my existence as a little child.

I know men who say, that, within their

own consciousness and memories, they have

the witness and knowledge of a life even

before that of this humanity. But, for my
part, I should never know, by anything in

my own memory, that I had been a baby—
that I was or did anything before that first

school, where the ferocious little girl was

handcuffed in unbleached-cotton bags, for

scratching.

" The child is father of the man," saith

the great poet of dry sentimentalizing.

Therefore the man's endeavor to remember

about his childhood might reasonably be ex-

pected to bring him into limbo patrum. But
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it Is a dim and narrow field to grope

in. It is not wandering in a darkened

world— it is feeling in a dark closet.

It was an unconscious, brief advance

from nothing to very little. Yes, but

still there must have been some dim

features of the dawning character. No

doubt. The heedless, complying, unjudging

benevolence, for instance, that gave away

all my gingerbread to the young Anakim

of Parade Street, was one. It was liable

afterwards to invert, by reacting from such

over-operation as that, into an equally un-

judging disregard of the wants and needs

of others.

And now. What was it ? This is no

foolish nor unimportant inquiry. If I could

answer it sufficiently, I should at once sup-

ply the basis of whole systems of mental and

moral art and science. Such whole systems

indeed— for instance, the muddy distractions

of the Scotch metaphysicians—have already
9
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been based upon the phantasms of wiggy

old doctors, who dived backward into them-

selves—^jumping down their own throats, as

it were, in their search after knowledge, as

did the seventh Arabian Brother in the

Spectator (is it not?) "with seven candles

in each hand, lighted at both ends," and

said : *'When I began to think, I must neces-

sarily have thought thus and thus." This

was all very scientific. But for usefulness

it would have been better to inquire,

not what they must have thought, but

what they did think.

Indeed, hitherto the history of mental

philosophy is the history of the ignorance of

man about himself; and since science must

be built upon induction, and since phrenology

has now established a classification—approxi-

mately correct and sufficient for working

purposes^of the mental faculties, it is now

quite in order to review the old inductions

from the history of the individual, and to
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accumulate new ones. Even the mere trifles

of these recollections of mine, some of them

at least, must have an actual philosophical

value, if only they are true and well enough

stated.

Thank goodness, that, at any rate, I was

not a remarkable child ! It Is the aver-

aofe record which has most value. The re-

markable child is not a magnified child,

but a distorted one ; not a young giant,

but a young monster.

No Tract or little 24mo would have been

published about me by the American Sun-

day-School Union, if I had died young.

No brilliant repartees by me are on record.

No sweet remembrance is in blossom about

me of a grim, unchildish pleasure in pre-

ferring the convenience or enjoyment of others

to my own. In an instance where I re-

member to have tried to do as the eood

boys do in the story-books, by giving away

my one cookey, the quick reaction Into com-
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mon sense sent me In grief to my mother,

making use of natural tears, and a specious

plea of what I had done to get me ano-

ther cookey, or perchance two. It was a dead

failure. My mother knew too well the im-

portance of the great moral lesson, to let

me reap material advantage from my good

deed. She relegated me to the unfailing

good dry bread, explaining how I could

find abundant satisfaction within my own

breast for doing a kind action— how virtue

was to be its own reward. I looked for

the said reward, but could not see it. It was

not satisfaction within my breast that I want-

ed, but within my stomach and on my palate.

Benevolence will not supplement alimentive-

ness in the small boy. If I gathered any

reward at all, it was in the hard wisdom of

my resolve not to be caught in any such

nonsense again.

I had not, as had a little monster of

misplaced piety, whose case is recorded in
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the good children's books, '' at the early age

of six made up my mind on all the great

questions of the day." Yet I think, I can

remember yelling out ''Hur-ra for Jackson!"

because it was a good easy shout, although

my father was a strong, steady Whig. There

is practical democracy in that. First choice

of shouts is much toward winning the bat-

tle.

I was not remarkable for early piety,

sweetness of disposition, wit, beauty ( I must

certainly have been as a child, skinny),

or helpful kindness (except that irrational

benevolence of mine).

I have been told that I learned to read,

nobody knew how, all by myself, by the time

I was four years old. How that may be, I

don't know ; but I do know that I did not

know how to read when I was twenty years

old.

I was a '' natural speller." It is no

joke, but one of the proverbial fools' truths,
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which Dogberry enounces, when he says,

that "reading and writing come by nature."

They do. And so does spelHng. Abun-

dance of well-educated people never escape

from occasional perturbations in orthography,

just as they never learn a desirable hand-

writing, nor how to read silently, fast and

well, or well aloud. It is because they

cannot ; because they have not what Nature

gave Neighbor Seacoal ; because spelling, and

reading, and writing are ''gifts"—they come

by nature.

What I learned at school in those first

ten years I do not know. Almost nothing.

I have utterly forgotten what. I might

have been much better taught. I might

have been instructed in thinking. I do not

mean that a child of eight or nine years

old, can or should be made to see, judge,

and conclude upon new matters with the

discovering and advancing power of a philo-

sopher. But he may be made to perform
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his own proper little mental operations, no

matter how small they are, on the same

principle— on the principle of actual under-

standing, instead of mere sole memorizing.

All my instructors, whether they meant

to do so or not, did in fact proceed as if

they believed children's minds to be, not live

fountains, but empty cisterns ; not to be

capable of thought; like an empty house,

to be furnished for a tenant; needing to be

fitted up with a store of lifeless forms,

which the adult life, when it came, was to

breathe vitality into and turn to living uses.

I learned rules. ''Here, little boy," they

said, ''swallow these oyster- shells. They

will lie naturally and easily in your stom-

ach until you grow up, because little boys'

stomachs are adapted for the storage of

oyster-shells ; and when you are a man,

and want oysters, put some in there." But

does it stand to reason that children, wdio

manipulate words and figures, and produce
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results without understanding the rules they

apply—just as a wizard's apprentice could

evoke his master's demons without knowing

the meaning of the awful syllables he recited,

so that Southey's arcanum of Aballiboozo-

banganorribo might respectably serve as one

of them—does it stand to reason that these

unhappy young jugglers will the better learn

to do the same work intelligently after-

wards ? No ; for they have to dislodge the

bad habit which was pre-empted, before they

can install the good one. As well under-

take to train a new Mozart, by making the

bright little music-loving boy grind ten

years on a barrel-organ with La ci darem

in its bowels.

I remember a fondness for long, large,

grown-up words ; doubtless, in some measure,

a result of my constant practice of reading

grown-up people's books. It was a mere

verbal memory, the driest of all the intel-

lectual faculties. Scarcely a faint perfume
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of meaning lingered about the rattling piles

of husks that I could say and spell.

What I learned at Sunday-school and

church, was to be inexpressibly weary of

them. What I learned at home, I can

perhaps define but little better. I gained

no important result from any direct instruc-

tion. I gained something of good-boy be-

havior and decent manners, diligently train-

ed into me. But what was most valuable In

my home education was unconscious infiltra-

tion from a good home-atmosphere. This

Is an influence of incalculable importance, a

thousand times outweighing all the schools.

It Is that for which God established the fam-

ily ; the one single possible real and efficient

means of well bringing up the young. And

whatever shades of repression, misunderstand-

ing, ungeniality, restraint, may have some-

times troubled me, still I constantly feel, and

fully know that that pure, calm, quiet, bright,

loving, intelligent, refined atmosphere of my
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home silently and unconsciously penetrated

and vivified all my being. If now I should

be told, " You are no very splendid exemplar

of the results of such influences," I should

still say, " Most true, unfortunately true ; but

what should I have been without them ?"

I had brothers and sisters— a few play-

mates ; but neither they, nor any other hu-

man beings, not even my parents, seem to

have been during those years, to any impor-

tant extent, directly operative within or upon

the sphere and character of my own real con-

scious existence. That life figures itself in

my memory, much like a magic circle, within

which I was alone, and did my scanty little

thinkings and imaginings alone. The rest of

the living were outside, unreal— phantoms

moving to and fro, around and without, but

never coming within that limit, never enter-

ing into living communion with me. This

constitutional solitude of mind has a useful

office, perhaps not to be easily explained,
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but sometimes not otherwise to be per-

formed.

This isolation was, In part, unnecessary.

To a certain extent, the necessity for It still

remains. But in part It was artificial—my
unconscious reaction against an 111- adapted

influence— the resisting force of a trait

which, like all those other early traits, has

become visible to me, like the blind paths

over bogs, now that I am a long way off.

This trait I have already spoken of It

was an insensibility to a certain motive,

rather prominent among those commonly pro-

posed to me for my own government of

myself This was variously framed thus

:

It Is not usual to do this ; It Is usual to

do that ; If you proceed so and so. It will

seem singular; people will talk about It; you

will offend people's usages and habits
;
you

will seem singular and odd. Against such

cautions I rebelled with a mute, indignant

impulse, which I was not old enough to
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enounce or to argue. It was, however,

the result of two characteristics—one, the

natural lack of instinctive desire for the good

opinion of others ; and the other, a corres-

ponding instinct for living out my own

life fully and freely, not so as to infringe

upon the just rights of others, but not stint-

ing or distorting or amputating myself, even

though others set the example. It was the

old fable reversed— the fox disinclined to

cut off his tail, even though all the other

foxes had cut off theirs. And the fact that

people older than I, and several of them,

and for year after year, urged upon me the

considerations I have spoken of, never availed.

That key would not move the mechanism

of my mind. It did not fit.

My childhood seems to me far more

memorable for what it had not, was not,

than for what it had and was. I do not

believe this is because mine was an espec-

ially unfortunate or unhappy childhood. As
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I have hinted before, it was because child-

hood is empty, an unconscious, imperfect Hfe,

almost animal—germinal— a life in the ^gg,

in the jelly, in the sap. The experiences

of childhood are seed-leaves. They drop

quickly away, and utterly disappear, and even

the scars where they grew cease to show

on the stem. Probably I seemed to myself

to enjoy life when I was a child. Children

whom I see daily seem to do so. But

thought is life. Mere enjoyment is dream-

ing. It may seem to cover hours or days

or years of experience, but when we awake

it has been only a point of time. But this

pleasure-dream is worse than a sleep-dream.

Over its costly actuality of time, cut out and

dropped down out of life, the hither and

thither ends of the shortened thread of ex-

istence must be knotted together into a

cord of diminished length, strength, and value.

In sum : This child which I was, was a

semi-embryonic creature, mostly unconscious,
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whose ten years' career, now chiefly fad-

ed into entire blankness, showed not many

mental traits. The chief were quick and

retentive verbal memory, quick, undiscrim-

inating, impulsive, unreasonable kind-hearted-

ness, and an insensibility, even an instinct-

ive opposition, to the approvings or disap-

provings of others. Or the child might be

stated thus : Nervous and sensitive organiza-

tion, intellect predominant; in the intellect,

the perceptive faculties most active, and of

these chiefly that which notices and com-

pares exteriors ; beside the intellect, a kind-

heartedness without balance, and therefore

too little caution, and too little love of

approbation. Around these features others

have grown up, of course ; but these were,

so to speak, the primary strata of the forma-

tion, underlying the other elements, deter-

mining their tendencies, and cropping out

through them.

This child was all but empty, unsubstan-
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tial, Imperfect ; incapable, then, of much life

from within itself, little helped by thoughts

or other aid from without. The efforts made

by others to operate on it were faithful,

kindly, well meant, but not adapted to its

individuality. The fact is, that, so far as

they had any supposed basis on system,

it was on the Scotch empirical analysis of

perception, conception, reason, will ; a Pro-

crustean mental philosophy which absolutely

ignores individuality, and assumes that all

human beings are alike. It is as good as

the little boys' conventional system of por-

traiture. A round O, two dots, a perpen-

dicular line between them, and a horizontal

one across below, displays every face. Such

was Christ and such was Judas ; such was

Messalina and such was Florence Nightin-

gale. But there is a better philosophy of

the mind.
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COMPENSATIONS furnished here at

the lowest prices." Such was the

legend over a dim little shop, within whose

narrow bounds a quiet old gentleman await-

ed customers. In sitting at my window op-

posite, during a few weeks while the old

gentleman occupied his stand, I had ob-

served with curiosity the numbers of peo-

ple who resorted thither in the dusk of the

evening, as if seeking to escape observation.

The few whose entry and exit I had noticed

during daylight, had also attracted my
attention, inasmuch as they had departed,

not with the satisfied mien of those having

'°
[145]
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made a good bargain, but as if dissatisfied

or surprised.

Now, I surmised at first that the old

gentleman was a humbug— a fellow- crafts-

man to the impostors who vend, for one dol-

lar received by mail, postpaid, " receipts for

making an easy living by work to be done

during the afternoon, by any lady or gen-

tleman at their own house." Yet the de-

parting customers did not seem indignant,

but rather perplexed and doubtful. Neither,

after all, could I find it in my heart to at-

tribute the character of a swindler to so res-

pectable-looking an old man as the Compen-

sation merchant. He somehow wore. In my
eyes, the aspect of an emeritus missionary

;

of a single-hearted militant Christian, who,

having expended his youth and strength in

benignant and much-enduring labors of love

among naked Hottentots or wild Indians,

had come home to expend the remainder

of his years, his enlarged wisdom and ben-
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evolence, his increased spiritual power, on a

retiring pension of nothing per annum among

his own people. His thick, short, white

hair, his somewhat bent form, his embrown-

ed face, his quiet, peaceful mouth and chin,

his still half-humorous, bright black eyes,

his whole person and atmosphere were love-

ly and reverend. And I always ended my
meditations in the conviction that he could

not be a swindler.

But it was evidently impossible for'^ a

philosophical man like myself, to refrain from

investigating a phenomenon so noticeable and

suggestive as this. So, without many words,

I easily introduced myself to the old gentle-

man, and, with the plea of want of occupa-

tion, solicited permission to occupy a remote

and obscure corner in his dark little shop

during the afternoon.

The old shopman granted my petition

as soon as asked, with a sequent readiness

which impressed upon me an indistinct notion
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that he had expected me to make precise-

ly that request ; and I was moreover some-

what discomposed by the very penetrating

look and quiet, intelligent smile with which

he regarded me as I spoke. Yet, with prop-

er philosophic imperturbation, I next morn-

ing assumed my seat, which was in a cor-

ner so dark as to put me almost in the

situation of a spy, since only a very keen

eye, or a close investigation would serve to

distinguish my black dress and brown hair

in the dim atmosphere of my corner, and

among the old garments which hung just

by me.

Nobody came to buy compensations for

a long time. So I scrutinized the shop

and the shopman. Old garments, as I said,

hung near me— apparently cast-off clothes,

for they seemed not even valuable enough

to tempt the buyers of second-hand raiment.

The room was fitted with one counter, on

one side ; for it was too small to afford
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room for more ; and behind the counter and

before it were the usual rows of shelves for

goods. On these shelves, therefore, I looked

to see what was the curiously named mer-

chandise of the shy old man. But for the

most part they were empty. Here and

there, dusty and torn, stood an old paste-

board box, labelled " Jefferson Ties," and

with the illustrative addition of the silhouette

of a low-quartered shoe. Upon the upper

shelf were also sundry boxes with dingy

glass show-fronts, displaying stratified depo-

sits of varicolored sugars, as if to answer

at once by the lusciousness of the material

and the learned arrangement, so like the

colors on a geological chart, the demands

of the sensual and the scientific customer.

Behind the counter were small drawers with

little wooden knobs, superscribed in dimly-

lettered words on tin signs, with the titles of

divers spices and rare drugs and dyes, as

cinnamon, nutmeg, cloves, alum, saleratus,
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Indigo, and the like, such as one might

imagine to have been stolen by the chief

baggage-eunuch of the Queen of Sheba,

running away to set up for himself in trade

in a free country, and stealing the labels of

her packages, for convenience, along with

the precious commodities themselves.

There was also a can, suggestive of the

black art— for what more natural than to

suppose that for an art so named, Cornelius

Agrippa, or Michael Scott, or Virgilius,

who is so curiously reported the prince of

all the wizards, should have invented and

left in his tomb, to be found by the light

of the ever-burning sepulchral lamp, and

secretly used by Day and Martin, or trans-

atlantic Thompson, the recipe for compos-

ing the celebrated Oil Paste Blacking

!

There were many other queer old articles

in the little shop, such as might be the

remnants of the outfit in trade of some old

wizened grocer who had never renewed
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Stock since he first set up his business in

youth, and who had died, leaving everything

untouched, to his successor, the Compensation

merchant. But if I should stop to recount

all of them, I should not have time to speak

of that very respectable old gentleman him-

self, nor of his traffic ; so let them go— the

blacking to dry up into hard, cracked, stony

lumps ; the spices to waste their sweetness

on the desert air of the old drawers; and

the geological candy to await some terrific

disruption which in the coming ages shall

accomplish the upheaval and confusion of its

strata, to the perplexity of all scientific con-

fectionery students.

The old merchant himself next under-

went an examination. But besides the char-

acteristics, which I have already mentioned,

of his outward man and reverend aspect,

there was little to observe. He said nothing

to me, but was apparently occupied either

in adjusting his accounts in certain business-
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like leather-backed ledgers and day-books

which lay before him, or in meditations.

After a proper Baconian process of in-

duction of phenomena, classification, and

generalized statement, I sought in vain for

a result which should throw light on the

problem of this Compensation business.

There seemed to be nothing to sell ; for

nobody could want the musty commodities

left in the depositories of my hypothetical

wizened old grocer; and a suspicion of

knavery again began to creep upon my
mind, but so faint and timid that it straight-

way fled before the benignant and yet

keenly-intelligent smile which just then the

old man directed toward me in my dark

corner. I half thought again that he knew

what I was thinking, so apposite were the

gesture and the expression to the thoughts

then in my mind.

I was upon the point of beseeching him

to tell me what was the true nature of his
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mysterious employment, when the lower half-

door of the old shop— the upper one hav-

ing been left open for air and light— was

hastily pushed inward, and a lady stepped

hurriedly within.

'* I wish, sir," said she, advancing with-

out pause to the counter, and bending over

it with eagerness, *'for one of your fullest

compensations, if you have any such thing.

I was told that you furnished such an ar-

ticle ; but I do not believe it. However,

if you are a cheat, the police will expose

you ; so you need not try to practice any

imposition on me. My husband is a well-

known and influential man, and will take

care of anything of that sort."

The old man looked up calmly at the

end of this injurious speech, and answered,

without reference to the implications of pro-

bable dishonesty therein, saying,

**You are acquainted with the regulations

of this establishment, are you, madam?"
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" Sir ? No, sir. I only came to purchase

your commodities ; I don't know anything of

your regulations.

"

'' Ah ! " answered the precise old gentle-

man. '' I fear you may not have seen our

circular, either ; nor our advertisements. Al-

low me to hand you a circular, madam.

"

So saying, he presented to the lady a

document printed upon a small square piece

of white paper ; one of those little flitting

messengers which city tradesmen, concert-

givers, and all persons whose business oper-

ations are conducted by the sonorous sound-

ing of paper trumpets, are accustomed to

insert in keyholes, to send up and down

in newspapers, to leave on door-mats, to

thrust into the hand of any transient per-

son whom they or their emissaries can pos-

sess thereof, and in any and every possible

way to bring within the notice of that long-

eared auditor. The Public.

The lady read the contents of the paper
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very quickly, and looked upon the old man

in anger-; but he prevented her by saying,

in his quiet way

:

** We are obliged to keep a very full

register of the business we do, after the

manner of life insurance companies, in order

that the tabulated results of our operations

may unable us both to trace their success,

and to render our terms as accommodating

as possible, so that the business may in-

crease."

" But," answered the lady, " what secu-

rity have I that you will not publish my

name, and expose to the world the nature

of the business on which I have come ?"

''The same security," said the merchant,

*' that all customers have whose names their

tradesmen know— the interest of the seller.

But"—and here it seemed to me that the

old gentleman's eyes showed the same sort

of deep, self-relying intelligence which had

impressed me with the belief that he ex-
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pected my visit
— ''you need not give your

real name or residence. That is not neces-

sary to our purpose. Those, if you notice,

are not required by the terms of the cir-

cular. We should readily discover you if we

should desire to see you on business. Our

facilities in that line are, perhaps, unusually

great. The only necessary record, if you

will be so good as to observe, is that of

the occupation of the applicant, and the

circumstances causing the application."

As the lady made no answer to this

statement, the old gentleman threw open a

weighty volume which lay upon the counter,

as hotel registers do, with the foot of the

page turned outside, for the convenience of

customers. Quickly turning over the leaves,

nearly to the end of the book, he dipped

his pen in ink, and offered it to her. She

hesitated a moment, but accepted it, and

wrote a few lines in the register. Then the

old gentleman, having read the record after

her, said;
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" I shall be unable to answer the ap-

plication to-day, madam, as our manufactory

is at a great distance, and I happen to be

left with no assortment. But if you will be

so good as to call to-morrow, at the elev-

enth hour, I shall be prepared to furnish

you."

The lady seemed surprised at the calm

and independent manner in which the old

gentleman waited upon her. Perhaps she

was astonished by his dissimilarity to the

smirking clerks whom she had usually seen

jumping over the counters, and running

against one another, in the dry goods stores,

in their haste to '' accommodate." Perhaps

she had perceived, as I had, the strange

self-possession and apparent consciousness of

superiority in the merchant's demeanor. At

any rate, she did not remonstrate against

this delay, although evidently disappointed,

but departed very much more slowly than

she had entered, and in a puzzled state of

mind.
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During the remainder of that day, there

entered other customers, all of whom were

put off by the merchant. In like manner,

to the next morning, at times, successively,

half an hour apart, after the hour of eleven.

They all acquiesced in the formula of reg-

istration and in the delay, with little or no

opposition, except one fat, red-faced old

gentleman, who somehow impressed me with

the idea that he was president of a bank

and of a railroad company, and worth about

two millions of dollars. He waddled Im-

portantly in, brushed up his gray whiskers In

a pompous manner, and, with a thick and

grumpy voice, made demand of the old

merchant for one of his very best compen-

sations ; throwing, also, upon the counter,

by way of demonstrating his ability to pay

for what he ordered, a great, over-gorged

wallet, which had swallowed so many notes

and bills, and evidences of money due, as

to have become bloated into an unhealthy
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rotundity, and to look in singular likeness

to Its master, as if its girths could hardly

hold it together.

The old merchant then made known to

his red-faced friend the conditions of the

application, whereupon he straightway affirm-

ed that the concern was a humbug and

fraudulent; that the design of the delay was

to enable the merchant to secure the funds

paid over, and to depart at night in the

manner of swindlers.

The old merchant, with an animation

which I had not expected him to show, re-

plied promptly, that no one was obliged

to trade at that counter, who was dissatis-

fied with the terms of sale ; that these

terms had been fairly advertised ; that the

accusation of swindling had rarely been

brought against him— and here his bright,

black eyes resumed that singularly keen and

far-seeing expression which I have men-

tioned—except by some one whose estimate
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of Other men was based upon his opinion

of his own character; and then, he uncere-

moniously asked the fat man if the causes

of his appHcation for compensation were not

such that he was ashamed to write them

down, even in a register of so confidential a

character as that of the Compensation Shop?

The red face of the rotund applicant be-

came quite empurpled with wrath, for a few

seconds ; but he soothed himself, rather to

my astonishment, and speedily re-addressed

the old merchant, in a very bland and sly

way, winking at him, withal, in signification

that he was a bird of the same feather.

''Well, well, my boy," said he; ''all

right, all right. No use in being musty

about it. Always like to see if I can trade,

you know. Fact is, I've just been look-

ing at that circular of yours. Now, I

think I could help you to an increase of

capital, if we can agree on the terms. I

haven't any money myself; times Is pre-
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Clous hard, just now ; but there's a friend

of mine that I spose would let me have

a little, to accommodate, you know. Don't

look as if you had any too much invested,"

continued the red-faced old gentleman, laugh-

ing a thick keckling laugh— as if it were

done up in cotton—and peering about the

dark, dusty shop.

''Well, sir," said the merchant, steadily;

*' what proposal would you make ?"

The old railroad president— if such he

were—proceeded to develop a shrewdly con-

trived and comprehensive plan for inflating

the existing stock of the concern to a high

rate of value, together with a large addition

to it—which he showed would be easy, in-

asmuch as the enterprise was of a kind

easily recommended, especially to people

in moderate circumstances; of issuing very

many compensations, without the present

restrictions ; and, at last, of engineering mat-

ters so that the stock might suddenly be
II
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" beared" in the market ; all bought in by

those in the secret, at a merely nominal

rate, and then either retained in their hands

as a bait for fat dividends, or used to ac-

complish the immediate winding up of the

business, with no less gain to the operators.

'' I take it," asked the old merchant,

gravely, when the President had ended, "that

this is an enterprise of precisely such a

character as is daily contrived, and often

successfully carried through, in the Exchange ?"

''Undoubtedly," answered the solid man, '' I

salted fifty thousand, not two weeks ago,

by just such a little dodge."

'' My dear sir," said the old man, *' I

assure you that the company of which I am

agent is based upon the principle of giving

every man a fair return for his money, and

of discouraging all vain speculation and over-

trading."

*' Exactly, exactly," replied the capitalist,

with a chuckle of satisfaction. '' That's just
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the ticket for soup, as the beggar said.

You've got it to a dot. I always say just

the same, to the outsiders. There couldn't

be a safer way of putting it. And perhaps

it's just as well to say so, for the sake of

being all straight, now. But between you

and me, you know, that's all in a horn,

of course. Honor bright, though ; isn't that

a good little programme? Worked that out

in half-an-hour, on my word. You'll go it,

I see. Just say the word, and I'll draw

my check for any amount, short of three

hundred thousand. I know it can't fail."

" My friend," replied the Compensation

merchant, with a strong and angry sternness

of voice and of eye, which held the red-

faced respectability as still as if he had been

thrust through with a dart, " I will have

neither part nor lot in your slimy villainy.

I told you the truth. Your eyes are so

rotten with swindling, that you cannot see

honesty when it stands square before you.
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If you suggest another word of your devil-

ish plot against widows and orphans, and

industrious poor men, I will blow your rep-

utation sky-high to-morrow."

The solid man fairly choked with sur-

prise and rage. Recovering, he defied the

old shopman, reviling him with all manner

of choice epithets of reproach, and threaten-

ing him in turn with suits and exposure
;

which being accomplished, without discompos-

ing the old merchant, the irate man of

money marched out of the shop.

Those who registered their names, dur-

ing that day, in my presence, beside the

lady who had been the first customer, were

a fair and slender girl, a middle-aged man

in black, apparently a clergyman, and anoth-

er younger man, whose occupation I could

by no means determine from his appearance,

but whose face was at once energetic and

thoughtful, and whose step was quick and

firm.
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I departed early in the evening, to

keep an appointment elsewhere ; having first

ascertained from the old gentleman that

the regulations of his establishment would

not prevent him from permitting me to oc-

cupy my quiet corner, during the day, to

the end that I might observe the results of

the applications whose registration I had

witnessed.

I came in accordingly, some time before

eleven o'clock, next morning, in order that

I might resume my hidden observatory, in

season to avoid embarrassing any customer,

and thus restricting those elucidatory con-

versations which I expected to overhear, up-

on the subject of the transactions in the

shop.

A few minutes before eleven, the lady

whose visit had been appointed at that hour,

entered the door,

*'I have come, sir," she said, in the same

assured and somewhat peremptory tone which
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she had used the day before, '*to conclude

the transaction which we commenced yes-

terday.
"

*'Very well, madam," answered the old

gentleman. ^' But before I can make you

an entirely definite answer, I shall be obliged

to put a few questions to you, in order to

certify myself of the state of your case.

You have entered, in the register, your

occupation, as ^ a leading lawyer's wife ;

*

and the circumstance occasioning your ap-

plication, as *an unhappy home ;

' but these

items are so indefinite, that I hope you

will excuse me, for requesting some supple-

mentary details."

**Is this species of information as to my
private affairs entirely indispensable ? " in-

quired the lady, with some asperity. *' I shall

be well pleased to bargain with you, but

I do not choose to enter into confidential

communications with an entire stranger."

^' I will ask^ if you please^ such questions
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as I wish," returned the old merchant, ''and

you will of course be enabled to decline

replying, at your pleasure. 'An unhappy

home,' you say. Why unhappy?"

The lady's proud face flushed with anger;

but reflecting a few moments, she restrained

herself beneath the old man's steady look,

and answered him

:

"I am alone, and lonely. My husband

is absent all day, in the prosecution of a

large and gainful business in the courts.

When, therefore, he is at home, whether at

the end of the day or the end of the week, he

is too utterly tired to hold any communion with

me, other than what is absolutely necessary.

It has been so ever since we were married.

And thus I, who have a loving heart, and

a busy mind withal, am cruelly shut off

from the happiness which I sought in mar-

riage. For I expected happy progress in

my husband's company, in studies and ac-

complishments which we both liked, and in
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love and the comparison of experience and

observation. And I remain alone in life,

and am eating up my heart in my sor-

row."

'' Have you no children ? " asked the

merchant.

" Yes, four. But they are away at school.

And besides, I have no help in training

and governing them, and they are strong

and self-willed ; and I almost dread their

presence in their home, though I love them

well."

''Have you faithfully endeavored," said

this inquisitive merchant, ''to nourish in your

loneliness, with the helps which are pro-

vided for the lonely, over-brimming fountains

of love In your heart, and to cherish your

husband, and to guide, and attract, and In-

struct your children; and so to make their

home the centre, and yourself its queen

and beloved source of their happiness ?"

This Inquiry first perplexed and then
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vexed the customer. Whatever love might

in former days have been in her heart, it

did not now beam at all within her haughty

eyes. She must have been supposing the

regretful remembrance of it to be the pos-

session of it. So she answered, with some

confusion

:

'* How could I keep love alive in my
heart, when I was left alone for years by

the man who had promised to love and

cherish me? How could I help becoming

cold and distant myself, when the only hu-

man being who was bound to love me,

left me alone ?"

" I regret to perceive, madam," said the

Compensation merchant, ''that you did not,

after all, observe the terms of our circular.

Your record and explanations do not bring

you within the class of persons with whom
our charter permits us to deal. I am ex-

ceedingly sorry
"

He was interrupted by the voice of the
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haughty lady, who observed, in a very cold

manner, and yet evidently with wrath only

suppressed, that ''she had all along been

without much confidence in his profession, and

that now she was sure he was an impostor."

Without waiting a reply, she hastily left

the little shop.

A few minutes afterwards the clerical man

who had registered his name the day before,

came wearily in. He sat down upon an old

stool in front of the counter, and, leaning

his head on one hand, inquired of the mer-

chant whether the answer to his application

was ready.

The old gentleman opened his register,

and, turning over the pages, read from yes-

terday's leaf: '' Occupation, pastor in a great

city; cause of application, fruitless labor."

" It is necessary," said he, looking upon

the clergyman with a kind smile, "to make

the statement of the cause of application rath-

er fuller. How is it that your labor is fruit-

less ?"
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"I have poured out my life," said the

pale and weary minister, while a light arose

in his eyes, and a faint flush spread over

his cheek— *' I have poured forth my life up-

on my flock, if haply by the lavish expen-

diture of it, I might buy them for God.

My heart is consumed with anxieties spent

in my pastorate, and my brain is dry with

thought spent in my sermons. Yet they go

all to their merchandise and their handicraft,

assenting to my doctrine, and praising my
work and my life; but I cannot lift a soul

to look up as I look up. I cannot raise

one into the atmosphere wherein I live. I

cannot feel that they understand my work

or my aspirations; their life or their needs;

or any one of the great central truths which

are the food of my own soul. I am weary

and heart-sick, in despite of prayer. I must

have a helping hope or I shall die. I must

have a compensation."

"My dear sir," said the merchant, ''allow
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me to make one additional inquiry: since you

have found it impossible to lift your parish-

ioners heavenward into the sphere which you

the student and philosophic thinker inhabit,

have you tried, in pure faith and trust, to

lower yourself into the grosser sphere of their

lives and there to shed abroad streams of pure

light, like a lamp in a noisome cavern ? Can

you say, that although they do not under-

stand your life, yet that you fully comprehend

theirs—their conception of business, of money,

of labor ? Do you know, by placing yourself

in their situation, by looking through their eyes,

how life looks to them, that so you may

divert their thoughts by natural transitions

into diviner and diviner channels? Have

you in that way, as Christ did, striven to

mingle intimately the current of your life

with the muddy stream of theirs? Or, have

you not withstood them; meeting them

angrily, as one breasts the billows of the

attacking sea, and striving in antagonism
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to thrust them hastily to the right-about?"

*^How could I" answered the clergyman

despondingly, ''defile the beauty and love-

liness with which God had blessed my re-

veries, with the glutinous mud of the traf-

ficking street — with the vile clinging dust

of the money-grubbers?"

"My dear friend," said the Compensation

merchant, seriously, ''I regret that you did

not more carefully read our circular. You

would have observed that you are not one

of the class of persons with whom alone

our charter permits us to transact business.

It is absolutely out of my power to furnish

you a compensation. But will you not con-

sider the inquiries which I put to you?"

The venerable man spoke with such an

apostolical air of benignity, yet of authority,

that the poor wearied clergyman seemed too

much impressed for remonstrance.

''I will endeavor," said he, with a sad

humility, ''to profit by your advice. I am so
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spiritless and shaken that I cannot contend

with you, nor complain. And I think your

questions significant and appropriate to my
needs. In answering them, I may possibly

find the compensation which I cannot obtain

from you."

And he departed, with the same tired

and unelastic step with which he had en-

tered.

In a little while, there entered the young

man whose occupation was not indicated by

his exterior. He walked promptly to the

counter, and asked for an answer to his

application. The old merchant read, as usu-

al, from the register: ''Occupation, a thinker

and speaker; cause of application, disgust."

''Disgust?" repeated he, questioningly, "dis-

gust? That is not a sufficiently full specifi-

ation of the occasion, my young friend.

Will you have the goodness to explain your-

self a little more at length?"

Then the young man impetuously flung
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back the brown hair from his high fore-

head, and rapidly told his troubles to the

old merchant.

"I have," said he, '* no purpose in living;

and no pleasure or complacency in it. I

tried the business of the law ; but it was

full of pettifoggery and drudgery. I became

an artist; but the artists had each his bagful

of little spites, and art was full of drudgery.

I would have been a teacher of youth, for

teaching was the profession of Christ on this

earth, and now that He is gone, it is yet

the noblest occupation for men ; but I had

not enough divinity in me to maintain me

under the burden of the work, and it is full

of terrible drudgery. Then I became an

editor; but the detail and daily recurrence

of the drudgery quickly discouraged me
;

besides that, my honesty was flung back at

me as falsehood, by my lying fellow-editors,

and even my subscribers dropped off in a

direct ratio to the amount of truth I told.
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Then, I would have become a merchant

;

but, from the very first day, I was crushed

beneath the mindlessness of the drudgery in

figures and accounts, and angered by the

swindhng and falsehood which passed current

as shrewdness and far-sighted speculation.

So at last, I have cast aside all those

things— have, above all, given up my noble

aspiration to teach, and so to live for the

good of others ; and have fallen back upon

the purpose of evolving my own thoughts.

I am only a literary vagabond now. I

write tales, articles, paragraphs, letters, and

sell them wherever I can. I earn money

enough, and perhaps I have much pleasure

in the expression of my own thoughts in

my own way. Yet I am deeply disgusted.

I accomplish nothing. I reach forward with

an agonizing grasp, to draw myself upwards,

but I find no hold. I would fain be a

voice, loudly heard in favor of all that is

good; but my feeble cries are smothered in
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the apathetic silence, or the brassy clatter

of trade. I would fain make my life a long

and strenuous effort in some single noble

direction, and thus do worthily some one

great work ; but the cruel force of daily

pressures, and, of late especially, this dis-

appointing and disgustful sorrow that is en-

clouding me, hem me in as with a ring of

spears ; and I am either frantic or stupefied,

and, in either case, helpless and useless.

That is my disgust. Is your compensation

ready? For a compensation, I would not

grudge ten times the highest market price."

*'Let me make one inquiry of you,"

said the old merchant; *'have you ever set

yourself steadfastly to understand what work

is, in truth and rightfully, demanded of

every man ; how far he may follow his pleas-

ure, and how far he must merely labor;

and have you faithfully endeavored to live

the life that was thus indicated to you ?"

The young man considered for a moment,
12
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and then replied, yet with an air of sur-

prise :

" I cannot bear to waste my strength in

mere labor, where no beauty or truth is

the result. I have striven to do what should

be lovely and noble in itself; and so to

increase my own powers and perceptions

about the lovely and the beautiful."

" I regret," answered the old gentleman,

''to be obliged to say that our charter, as

you would have perceived upon a careful

perusal of our circular, prohibits us from

transacting business except with persons who

come under certain descriptions to which you

do not answer. I shall therefore be under

the disagreeable necessity of declining to

supply you with the compensation which you

require. But will you allow me to urge

you to make some additional investigations,

and to favor us with another call?"

The young man's face exhibited anger

as the merchant spoke; and he answered
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with hasty brevity, " I don't know whether

I will or not; but it appears to me that

if I fulfill the requirements implied in your

question, I shall be in a position very in-

dependent of any gentleman in your line

of business."

"In that case," rejoined the merchant,

with another of his singularly intelligent

looks, "you would both save your money

and enjoy the pleasure of independent phil-

osophizing."

The youth made no answer to this re-

mark, but left the little shop quite thoughtful-

ly, as if the old gentleman had told him

something worth considering.

Within a little while there next entered

the young girl who had recorded her name

the day before in the register. She was

slender and graceful, but pale, and with a

sad expression upon her delicate oval face.

She inquired in low and musical tones for

the answer to her application. The old man
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read from his book :
" Occupation, seam-

stress ; cause of application, sorrow." He
looked kindly at the fragile figure of his

customer, and said

:

''That is a good and sufficient cause for

application, if I understand the case cor-

rectly ; but I must request a fuller specifi-

cation from you, my young friend. Some

sorrows are such as not to admit of com-

pensation."

''Are they?" questioned the girl, "What

sorrows ?"

" Perhaps," said the merchant, " I should

say that they cannot be compensated under

our rules of proceeding. I mean sorrows

self-imposed and self-sustained."

" I have no such," said the slender girl.

" I have no objection to tell you, however,

what my circumstances are. I sew, for

my living, all day, and often much of the

night. Except for the Sabbaths, I have no

time to read, to sing, to play, to exercise,
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or to write; yet I am educated, and even

accomplished. I was brought up in wealth,

but singular afflictions have destroyed all

my friends, until I— whose family circle

was never large, but yet the dearer for

that— am quite alone in the world; and I

have no prospect, except of a short, gloomy,

and laborious life. I should so love to be

singing or playing beautiful music ; or to

be sketching amongst the scenes of the

bright free country ; or careering about the

fields and lanes on my pony ; or rambling

in the shady woods or along the breezy

hillsides; yet I am only able to live from

day to day by stitching in a little close, dreary

room. I have borne it very well for three

or four years, and have eaten the bread

earned with my own hands. But yesterday,

my employer used harsh and bitter words

to me, and defrauded me of a few shill-

ings. And suddenly, as I meditated upon

the injustice, a great shadow of agony fell
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down over me, for I asked whether I must

then waste away all the life and happiness

which I feel myself able to enjoy. Is

there to be no end ? I hardly seem to

have thought of it before, for I have work-

ed steadily, and refreshed myself, on each

Sabbath, for the alternating week. Still, I

am wasting, and being stunted in mind

and body. Is there to be no end, no hap-

piness, no freedom, ever anywhere again?"

She wept quietly as she said the last

words, laying her head upon the counter.

The old merchant looked upon her, much

moved. '' My daughter," he said, ** do you

live quite alone ?
"

** Yes ; I came with my parents, who

were without relatives, from across the sea,

and we were very happy for a time. But

I lived at home and there only; and when

they died I had no friends left. I have

labored too hard for friendship; and where

was I to find friends of my own degree?

I am quite alone."
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" But how have you endured so long ?

"

" I have refreshed my Hfe from the

Sabbaths. They have kept me aUve with

the faint glow of their peace which shone

onward and backward into the weary week.

I have endured, but I think I can endure

no longer. I must have a compensation

for so many years of my sweet youth,

all gone."

** But do you love less to think upon

the far light and pleasant life of heaven

than formerly ?
"

^* Oh, no, indeed ! but very much more.''

** But," continued the old man, ** do you

think that the same compensation that has

abundantly repaid for fifty years of success-

less and wasting labor, among savages not

at last one single point humanized; for wife

and children speared alive by them; for

years of learned toil, whose results they

burnt; for many, many other disappoint-

ments; for an old age^ in shorty of poverty
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and solitary weakness, coming after a long

life of earnest and honest labor— do you

think that such a compensation would serve

one who is daily losing all the beauty and

pleasure which you know you could enjoy?"

As the old man sketched this short out-

line of a life, she lifted her head from the

counter and looked up at him. She seem-

ed to gather strength from the loving kind-

liness of the smile which he bent upon her.

The same mysterious, searching glance which

had seemed more or less to discomfit her

predecessors, did not put her at fault. She

gazed up at his venerable face with a faint

and sad answering smile, saying

:

'* I think so. Oh ! yes ; I am sure of

it. Give it to me, I beg of you, speedily.

I shall die for want of it."

The old man continued again speaking,

however, rather to himself than to the golden-

haired young girl.

*' Yes ! A peace that enables one to
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walk above the world, as if sustained by

golden chains dropt down to him out of

heaven ! Would a mere consciousness of

that kind, which fellow-beings could seldom

understand, and would seldomer admit or

value— would that repay one for years of

loneliness and weary toil, either past or

future ?
"

" Oh ! yes ; oh ! yes," said the sad ap-

plicant. *' Give me peace, give me peace,

or something which may fortify me from

the fearful shapes which of late crowd

thronging around my poor worn heart. Give

it me."

And she stretched out her hands, and

bent forward in unconscious eagerness.

'' You lack not so very much, my daugh-

ter," said the merchant. " Does it not

comfort you, in some small measure, to

know that even a helpless old man like me

understands your grief, and has felt the like,

and that he suffers yours with you?"
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'' Yes," said she ;
** I am sure it does."

*' For the rest," he continued, '' I will

name your compensation. And lest you

forget it, I will write the name for you.

Young people do not always remember what

is only told to them."

So he wrote a single word upon a slip

of paper, and put it into the young girl's

hand.

''My daughter," said he, *'it is Faith.

Your deliverance will surqly come, Do you

not know it?"

It was with a beautiful and quiet inten-

sity of utterance that he bent slightly to-

wards his fair interlocutor, and spoke. The

depth of his emotion caused his piercing

eyes to become dimmed with tears, and his

face flushed, and a slight tremor or agita-

tion fled through his aged frame, as if he

had named some name of mysterious power.

It was almost as if an inspiration had de-

scended upon him; and I thought I could
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see the reflection of it in the brighter smile

which played across the thin and delicate

face of the maiden, as she looked and lis-

tened.

** Yes, yes," she answered. ** Faith.

Still, I had it before. It had only departed

from me for a season. Works have long

been my portion. For renewed faith, my
dear sir, I have to thank you. And what

am I to pay for my compensation?"

*' Oh," answered the merchant, '* you

need not be uneasy about that. Some

time, you may, if you wish, transfer a

portion of your acquisition to some one as

much in need as you were. That will

recompense me."

The young girl departed with a much light-

er step than that with which she had entered.

Having, as before, business which called me

to another part of the city, I now request-

ed the old merchant to favor me with one of

those circulars to which he referred so
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often ; with which demand he readily com-

pHed. '' I fear, however," said he, as he

handed me the document, " that you will

not find it a very successful effort in its

peculiar department of literature. It is an

experiment of my own, and I have not at

all satisfied myself by my combinations of

capitals, exclamation points, and shopman-

English. I suspect I should have made a

much better puff if I had paid the grocer

at the corner, or the printer's devil, to com-

pose it for me."

I did not haunt the Compensation mer-

chant's little shop any more. Indeed, if I

remember rightly, his establishment was

shortly after closed. Whether he was forced

by a tide of business prosperity to remove

to one of several new marble-fronted stores,

which were about that time erected near

the business center of the city, or whether

he was obliged to suspend operations by

finding that his wares were not suited to
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that market, I cannot say. The circular

which he gave me contained a business-

like statement of the objects of the com-

pany for which he was acting as general

agent—their charter from the central govern-

ment, and some rose-colored exemplifications of

the probable pecuniary prospects of the con-

cern, which latter vaticinations, from my ob-

servations upon the old merchant, I fully believe;

and am consequently of opinion that sun-

dry large fortunes have been made by

leading stockholders. If any one recollects

some person who appears to command large

amounts of money and whose sources of

income are unknown, I recommend him, if

curious, to inquire whether such wealthy

person was not connected with the Compen-

sation Company.

The circular I had fully intended to

transcribe in full, as a fitting termination

to this short account, and likewise as a

conclusion, which, being ready made, would
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save me the trouble of composing any for-

mal peroration, but I regret to state that

I am unable to find it. I recollect, that

upon a hurried application for a proper en-

velope, for some toy or confectionery intended

as a gift, I delivered over sundry scraps of

paper, among which it must have gone.

I cannnot trust myself to replace the

statements of the circular from mere me-

mory, lest I do injustice to its careful

provisions; and I experience so much mor-

tification at the loss, and the consequent

unavoidable lameness of my narrative, that

I find myself totally unable to compose

such a peroration as I mentioned. My
story, therefore, must apparently conclude

here, without any end.
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MY FORENOON WITH THE BABY.

SOME FIEND breathed ill-timed and ill-

fated benevolence into my heart. Satan

is like scrofula ; he always seizes a man

by the weakest part of his constitution.

"I'll tell you, Aunt Fanny," I said, under

the impulse, with the joyous smile of one

who brings relief at a crisis, "go you to

church with uncle and the boys. You must

not lose this fine day. Fll take care of

the baby!'

Aunt Fanny looked at me with some

little doubt.
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*' Oh, yes," I said, with calm and confi-

dent dignity, **of course I can. Just as if

a man of my size couldn't take care of a

baby for three hours ! Besides, I know ex-

actly what to do. I've seen you do it

more than a hundred times. And children

always like me."

If my Aunt Fanny had had but this one

only darling, she would have seen me in

—

Hackensack before she would have done it.

But Sammy was her ninth (all the rest being,

by various accidents, absent, or to be ab-

sent, that morning) ; and I have noticed that

where there are so many, people don't think

quite so much of them per head. What I

mean is by no means that maternal love is

like a dish of beans, to be divided about

in smaller messes as there are more to par-

take of it, but only this—that the experi-

enced mother finds out that her little ones

are really safer than she used to think they

were, and can be trusted sometimes to com-r

petent guardians—like me.
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*'Well," said she, at last, '*baby*s a dood

yitty ting, (warn't 00, baby ?) and if I put

him to sleep before I go, perhaps he won't

wake up until we get back. I'll try you,

for once."

So my small cousin was nicely arrayed

in some mysterious but clean white garments,

the details of whose arrangement I did not

see, was donated with (as they say about

gifts to infant colleges; ergo, why not to

infants, though the phrase be insufferable?)

a bounteous repast of—from—by— in short,

the maternal fount, (I thank you, Mr. Micaw-

ber!) and soothed with gentle oscillation

and oft-repeated chanting of that wondrous,

ancient rhyme or magic song which com-

mences with an allusion to our country's

flag, to wit,

" By-lo baby Bunting ; "

and thus was the young immortal prosperous-

ly dismissed within the peaceful realms of

13
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dreamland. Then my Aunt Fanny adorned

herself with speed, and forthwith 'the old,

lean, over-worked farm-horse shambled off

down the sun-shiny summer road towards the

church, two miles and more away. As she

stepped over the threshold she looked back

for an instant, and some shadow flitted in-

distinctly across her face. Was it a pre-

sentiment?

Human prosperity is a deceitful thing. I

passed half an hour in profound quiet, reading

by the open window, in the sweet summer air,

in the leafy solitude of the remote farm, in a

stillness so complete that the buzzing of a

fly across the pane, or the motion or fall

of one leaf from the tall trees in the dark-

ly-shaded door-yard, was a noticeable event.

I had been perusing a sermon from that

stately work, '* Theology Explained and De-

fended, in a Series of Sermons, by Timothy

DWIGHT, S. T. D., LL.D." The grave, elab-
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orate fancifulness of the old President's de-

scriptions, their formal and sonorous period-

icity of phrase, not without the recogniz-

able decent sermonic idioms, bore an efficient

analogy to the solemnity of the day; and I

lingered long in pleasant imaginings over

*' thirdly" of the Remarks, Sermon XXIL,

On Man.

**They were companions of angels," saith

the great New England Doctor, speaking

of Adam and Eve in Paradise, ''and shared

their conversation, their friendship, and their

joys. Alike were they free from pain, sick-

ness, sorrow, and death; safe from fear and

hatred, injustice and cruelty; and superior to

meanness, sloth, intemperance, and pollution.

They were also immortal; were destined to

dwell in a perpetual Eden; were surrounded

always by beauty, life, and fragrance; and

were employed only in knowing, loving and

enjoying."

It was a pretty thought, that. I was in
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a sort of paradise, with a little angel for my
companion ; and as I gazed upon the sleep-

ing child, I felt '' no end " of benignity, uni-

versal friendship and pure delight, in hav-

ing attained to the honor of so lovely an

office of superintendence.

-Yah!"

Thus remarked my darling Sammy, sud-

denly waking up and writhing about, and

digging in a helpless wavering manner at

his eyes with his fists. At that very mo-

ment it occurred to me that really I had never

had one minute's intercourse with him, and

that possibly he might be an exception to

the rule which I had laid down, that all

children liked me—in fact, he was.

I mentioned that some fiend had, doubt-

less, inspired me with my benevolence. As

nearly as I can calculate, it was now that

the said fiend did, in my opinion, leave me,

and enter into that baby. As the above

mentioned suggestion about Sammy's excep-
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tlonal disposition toward me arose in my mind,

an expression of confusion appeared upon my

face— I remember it accurately. This Sammy

perceived as I arose, and, with what I fan-

cied an unexceptionable demonstration of pa-

rental rapture, approached the cradle of my

chubby and innocent companion angel.

"Ah, 00 pooty yitty ting! Did he want

to turn and see his tuzen? So he should!"

I appeal to every mother's heart ; is not

that a first-class blandishment? I can't print

the affecting drawl that I put into it, the

recitative style and portamente di voce with

which I garnished it secundum artem. But

as far as types will show it, I contend that

the very mother of Moses, if you like, couldn't

have turned out a more superior article of

verbal endearment.

The baby listened with some complacen-

cy to my dulcet tones ; and encouraged by

my success, I thought it proper to commu-

nicate to him the peculiar circumstances which
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rendered me his guardian for the time. Thus

therefore, to him, I :

'* Ha, pooty ! Was 00 muzzer au gone

00 church ? Es ee was ! An lef 00 wiz 06

tuzen Freddy (my baptismal name is Frederic)

all ee mornin ? Ha-a-a-a, ketcher, ketcher,

ketcher, ketcher, ketcher! Ha-a-a-a prrrrrrrr!

Jiggle, jiggle, jiggle!"

Not being quite satisfied with the express-

ion of Master Sammy's minute features dur-

ing the first half of this address, I began

somewhat to doubt my ability to commu-

nicate with him in language half baby

and half English, and therefore I repeated

my statement as above, in pure baby, as

near as I can judge, pointing at him in a

free and jovial manner during the words

''Ha, ketcher," etc.; making a kind of swoop

at him with outspread fingers during the

remarks, ''Ha, prrr," etc.; and smiling very

sweetly indeed at the word ''jiggle."

As I said, in despite of the profound theory
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and masterly execution of this manoeuvre, I

did not perform it without a secret and embar-

rassing apprehension. The evil spirit in the

child— for no mere human baby could have

failed to respond to such ajfifectlonate approach-

es—perceived this hidden misery of mine, and

took Instant advantage thereof; namely, by re-

turning, not demonstrations of reciprocal

affection, but what I may truly call demon-

strations of anger, unmingled except with

fear and aversion. While I spoke and

stuck out my paws at him (for I will

admit that my gestures may have been

susceptible of that interpretation). Master

Sammy preserved an ominous silence, a grave

and attentive expression, and entire quiet

—

only opening his eyes and likewise his

mouth. But no sooner had I ended, and

made as though I would actually lift him

from the cradle, than he looked hastily

about after his mother. She not being

forthcoming, a species of fearful contortion
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passed over his visage—his mouth opened

to an extent unparalleled in my experience,

occupying a space that left no room for

the rest of his face, which was, therefore,

shriveled or heaped up together in a little

pile of wrinkles in the region of the bridge

of the nose—no eyes whatever being visi-

ble, and only two litde pink holes indica-

ting the ''smellatory organ," as Mrs. Bag-

gies hath it—and from this preternatural

orifice he discharged such a shriek as really

hit me on the forehead and knocked me

straight up again into a frightened perpen-

dicular. It didn't stop either— it continued.

I had no idea there was so much noise

in any thing. This was evidently a dia-

bolic energy. A child would have had to

breathe, but this phenomenon didn't. Its

whole being resolved itself into shriek. The

mere fat human baby of a moment before

was transmuted into a sorcerers thing—
a kind of live Teraph ; a mere Institution

for the Promotion of Awful Noises.
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I think I stood, astounded and incapa-

ble of action, for a minute. And really,

now that I am retrospecting the thing, in

what a fix was I ! Well-meaning, but ab-

surdly ignorant young bachelor that I was,

how was I calculated, either by nature or

art, for assuaging the dire alarms of an

unweaned child— much more for dealing

with such an instance of precocious demo-

niac possession as this? Conjuro te would

not tell on a baby, nor By-lo baby bunting

on an imp.

All that, however, I had no leisure to

consider ; and Quintus Curtius did not show

more nerve and hardihood in riding into

the crack in the ground of the Roman

Forum than I did in stoutly bending me
to the task of quieting Sammy. I may

safely say, that in the wild and fearful

struggle which followed, all the resources

of an active mind, a vigorous and healthy

body (masculine), and an excellent dispo-
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sition, were nobly devoted to the work,

and if I failed, it was in an attempt be-

yond the powers of any mere man,

I picked Sammy up, in the first place,

and carried him to the window, jumbling

him up and down as I went, and aiming

to divert his mind by action and by speech.

''Poor itty fella! Was ee tired seepin in

his tadle? Did ee want to tum and see old

cock-a-doodle-doo and all ee old biddy hens?

Da, see um ! Urk, urk, u-r-r-r-k, a-chackle,

chackle, chackle. Ducky go quack, quack!

(Shriek continued; nurse tries other class of

impressions, and jumps him vigorously up

and down, accompanied with a noise similar

to the following.) Ha ti deedle deedle dee-

die dum dum dum tiddy I, tiddy I, wid-

dlety widdlety widdlety widdlety quee quee

quee quee, poor little fella, ha ha ha!"

"Full well I laughed, with counterfeited glee,"

hoping that a genial sympathy might create
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a smile upon the "open countenance" of

Sammy. Vain hope I All my jumbling only

served to modify that surprising and steady

yell by introducting a kind of pulsation or

measured emphasis into it. My words might

as well have been uttered to a drunken

Sixth Warder in a row at the polls ; and

my hollow merriment— although its merits

as an imitation did in fact make the baby

stop a moment, catch breath, and look up

at me— did no more. His face curled up

again, and out came the yell.

I had observed, upon lifting Sammy from

the cradle, that he seemed to stiffen him-

self in a somewhat writhen attitude, as if

to resist my purpose. He now began to

squirm and wriggle in a rather alarming

manner, so that I fancied he might be

about to indulge in the pleasing diversion of

a fit. All at once I reflected that he must

be hungry; and that very possibly both

screeching and squirming might be referred
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to that cause. I accordingly placed the lit-

tle one— still indefatigably howling in a man-

ner that would have exhausted a Mohawk
war chief in three minutes— in his cradle,

raked some live coals out from the buried

kitchen fire, warmed some (cow's) milk in

an old tin cup, watered it and sugared it

according to the regulations in such case

made and provided, put it in the "suck-

bottle"— as I believe it is called — took a

small precautionary pull at the prf""^'^ ration

myself, found it a perfect nectar /luke-

warmness, washiness, and sweetness, and

proceeded to invite Master Sammy to par-

take, so to speak, of the festive bowl.

Lying yelling on his back, with eyes

close shut and mouth wide open, he heeded

not the approach of the seductive viand. I

half lifted him up, but he wouldn't look. I

jerked some drops into his mouth, as they

"jab" peppered vinegar or tomato catsup

through a quill in the cruet-cork at eating-
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houses; but he appeared not to perceive it.

I cautiously inserted the bottle into his

mouth, until the tip of the sucking thing—
whatever they call it— fairly poked open his

epiglottis. He only gagged, writhed, and

yelled on. Evidently he was not hungry.

I put away the bottle.

The business grew dreadful ; Sammy be-

gan to turn purple, and I to feel blue; but

still he continued that wonderful and ear-

torturing cry. I looked about me in for-

lorn r hopeless perplexity. There was

a rattlt — one of these coral thinpfs with

half a dozen minute pewter sleigh-bells on

it—and a penny whistle. I shook the

former and blew the latter, in an industri-

ous but rather imbecile way, near Sammy's

phiz. I might as well have used the same

means to scare a lioness robbed of her

whelps, or a New York city alderman nos-

ing out a job. I lifted the infant, who stiff-

ened himself again at my touch almost in-
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to a Stony arc, and shivered as a dying

fish will sometimes do in the captor s hand,

and with a feeble effort to preserve further

the benignity and universal friendship which

I had flourished so largely, and which I felt

momentarily growing thinner and thinner, I

sang to the child the inevitable ''By-lo baby

bunting," and then *' Now I lay me," also

the affecting ballad of The Three Little

Kittens, and as my stock of strictly juve-

nile literature gave out at this point, I pro-

ceeded with ''Rise my soul," and one or

two other hymns. These efforts were all in

vain; I felt as sheepish as if I had been

caught trying to sing a tornado to sleep;

and my voice died away as I tried once

more to raise the square-built strains of old

Amsterdam, like those of ''the monk, her

son, and her daughter, the nun," around the

coffin of the wicked old woman of Berkeley

"in a quaver of consternation."

It was at this point that my long-tried
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patience utterly failed; and with a sudden

revulsion of wrath, I felt myself, mentally

speaking, slung round into a position of

absolute opposition to this terrific child ; of

positive anger and spite, not entirely un-

mingled with fear. I perfectly recollect that

precisely as I was feeling myself carried

away by this impulse, Sammy, who lay in

^ a stiffish attitude, with his head well back

over one arm, opened his eyes a moment.

As I am a living man, the pestilent infant

WINKED HIS LEFT EYE AT ME ! Never tell

me there wasn't a devil in that baby

!

Well ; it occurred to me in this new

frame of mind, that possibly I might intim-

idate the child, or simply out-yell and

overwhelm it by sheer superiority of vocif-

eration. So I held him up by both arms

on my knee, looked right down his ugly,

red throat, and gave him ''A wet sheet

and a flowing sea," in a style that would

have electrified the whole British navy. It
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didn't discourage him at all. I tried the

Pirate's Glee, containing some fearful chro-

matic whining, which I made the most of;

but to no end. Then I degenerated, I am
afraid, into mere mindless, ignoble spiteful-

ness; and opening my mouth again I spent

from ten to fifteen minutes in a series of

the most hideous, complicated, and disgust-

ing yells that probably It ever entered in-

to the heart of man to conceive, until my
throat felt as if I had had a peck of teaz-

les poked into my lungs and then pulled

out again. Great Caesar's ghost ! what a

baby! He never flinched, nor ''bated a jot

of heart or hope ;" he yelled away as peace-

fully as if nothing had happened.

But as for me, this finished me. I fan-

cied that under these frightful discourage-

ments, my intellect was beginning slightly

to waver. King Herod came into my mind.

I thought of the great bed of live coals in

the old-fashioned kitchen fire-place. Not
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altogether free from uneasiness as to what

I might be led to do, I put Sammy into

his cradle, and shut the kitchen door. Then

I walked up and down the room a while,

casting looks full of sneers, fury, and con-

tempt at the unterrified and still shrieking

child. Then I stationed myself at the foot

of the cradle, and delivered a long and

savage invective at Sammy, as Cicero used

to at his enemies—when they were out

of the way— shaking my fist at him,

stringing reproachful epithets together by

the score, and attributing to the little

wretch an early and mature degradation

of character that would have satisfied the

toughest of the old New England Predes-

tinarian Calvinists.

But I quickly grew ashamed of this.

Dignified indifference, I remembered, would

suit me better. Besides, I recollected

having heard that letting babies alone

would stop their crying when every thing
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else failed. I think it would—when they

had yelled themselves to death. So I

erected a sort of little fortification in the

middle of the floor, of pillows and blank-

ets, ensconced Sammy within it, stuck his

rattle in his hand, took my '' Dwight's

Theology," and sat down again by the

window to read. The first passage upon

which my eye fell was within a page of

that which I had been reading when these

horrors began; and, like it, it seemed to

bear an indistinct but decided relation to

my case. It was this

:

"To escape from our present melancholy,

stormy, bloody world, to such a state, would

be to quit, for a palace of splendor and

delight, the gloom of a vault, hung round

with midnight, and peopled with corpses
;

a bedlam, where the eye of frenzy flashed,

the tongue vibrated with malice, and chains

clanked, in dreadful concert, to rage and

blasphemy; a dungeon, haunted with crimes,
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teeming with curses, filled with fiends in

the human shape, and opening its doors

only to the gibbet and the grave."

" Aha, my boy !

" I involuntarily exclaim-

ed to Sammy. *' Fiends in human shape,

eh? How'U you like //^^/ place?" And I

shook my fist at him. He paid no regard

either to my remark or my fist.

I read on; but perplexed, wearied, and

excited as I was, and with that wild alarm

ever sounding in my ears, the forms upon

the printed page made no impression upon

my sensorium, and I turned over leaf after

leaf in utter ignorance of what I read.

I had no perception of the duration of

time. For what I know, Sammy squalled

there a week. Once, with a grim smile,

I started up, and emptied about half the

milk out of the bottle, that I might permit

it to be supposed he had fed to that ex-

tent. I had also mind enough left to

shape a scheme of equivocation wherewith
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to elude the necessity of confessing the

facts of the morning to my respected aunt.

Otherwise, the period which supervened Is

a miserable blank in my recollection—
nothing more, except a yell.

It was at some time in the distant fu-

ture— as regards my reading of that omin-

ous delineation of the abodes of the wicked

—

that the sudden noise of stamping feet, rat-

tling wheels, and mingled voices smote upon

my ear, and awakened me from a kind of

awful stupor. Before I had composed my
countenance, my Aunt Fanny entered the

room, glanced at her vociferous progeny, and

bent a keen and suspicious look upon me.

I fairly cowered before her, an abject thing,

as miserable as if I had been taken in

the act of stealing sheep from my best friend.

I know my face was flushed; I know I had

a hang-dog look; and I felt, to use a certain

figurative expression, " like a boiled owl."

" Well, Fred, " said she, in her sharp,
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decisive, incisive voice, '^ how did you get

along?"

"Well," I said, feebly, "pretty well, on

the whole. He cried some latterly. But, on

the whole, I think he enjoyed himself."

Did I lie? I don't care much if I did.

But I think he did enjoy himself

As the people came trooping in, Sammy
was apparently diverted by the noise, and

"ceased firing." That is, his devil went out of

him, because there was no further chance to

torment me. He was very soon in the en-

joyment of his stated means of support, and

seemed to appreciate them fully.

"Rather hungry," said my Aunt Fanny,

when he had been dining strenuously for

about half an hour, and looking queerly

at me.

"I'm sure," I answered, "I gave him

quite a lot of milk. It's half gone at least."

No lie ^/lere. I did give him quite a

lot— quite a S7na/l lot. But I have always
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labored under the impression that my Aunt

Fanny suspected that the proceedings had

been a Httle irregular that morning. I let

her think so. I didn't care to press the

subject much.

I've speculated often upon the causes of

that failure of mine, for it was a failure. I

did every thing right ; why— But I invari-

ably fall back upon my theory of demoniacal

possession. No other solution is possible.

I've formed some few conclusions upon

this subject.

I don't think children like me much.

I think that the Fall of Man consisted

in the becoming liable to be born, and to

struggle up to maturity through the horrors

of infancy. In the paradisiacal state we

should all have merely come into existence,

at eighteen for women and twenty for men,

together with a good common school edu-

cation.
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5

I often ask, with Dr. Franklin, "What's

the use of a baby ? " He gave no answer
;

I do. A baby is providentially provided as

an ''awful example" for the warning of maids

and bachelors, as terrific consequences uni-

versally follow great follies. It is the de-

lirium tremens of matrimony. If you don't

want to have it, let the causes alone.

Mother Ann Lee is your only true prophet.

I intend to join the Shakers. I have already

secured a broad-brimmed hat, and a coat of

butternut brown. I can naturally sing through

my nose and shake my paws about.
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